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Abstract
There are couple types of semiconductor microcavities. The most
general structure type is fabricated using two distributed Bragg re-
flector (DBR) mirrors attached by a layer of semiconductor, whereas
in open microcavity it is separated by a gap of air or vacum. In
this device periodically repeating pairs of low and high refractive in-
dex semiconductor layes allows to reflect light very efficiently. Lately,
interest increased in the use of open microcavities as they allow to
investigate light and matter interactions in an alternative and more
freely tunnable way. This system allows creating and studying of
polaritons (which are quasi-particles created, when photons and ex-
citons couple strongly) in case QWs (quantum wells) are introduced
into the microcavity or even making a single photon source, in case
a SAW (sound acoustic wave) device will be manufactured on the
bottom mirror, which has QWs, successfully. Single photon source is
very important in order to develop secure communication and quan-
tum computers. A very welcoming use case of the open cavities is
allowing to very effectively investigate vey small amounts of fluids in
absorption spectroscopy, as well as development of ultralow-threshold
lasers (low threshold appears, because photons spend more time in
the cavity, which depends on Q-factor), because of recirculation in
small volume mode, interaction for the same incident power increases
as I = Pin
λ
2pin
Q
V
, enhanced emitters, tunable microfilters and etc. ([1],
[2], [3]). Polaritons also have long propagation distances, which allows
to consider using them for optical circuits ([4]).
The project aim is to use this optical semiconductor microcavity
system, which allows easy cavity tuning into resonance, to investigate
various effects in coupled mirrors, achieve polariton blockade and etc.
Samples were made by University of Cambridge, University of Oxford
and III-IV semiconductor center in Sheffield. In Chapter 2 experi-
ments using planar DBR mirrors inside open cavity are present. For
example, Rabi dependence on cavity length and optimum threshold
dependence on detuning. Chapter 3 has data collected using top sam-
ple containing top concave mirror. Effective mass and coupled con-
cave mirror coupling strength dependence on cavity length are good
examples. Chapter 4 contains introduction of new setup design, which
works in transmission and not reflectivity mode, and experiments car-
ried on using it, like achievement of a very efficient polariton transfer
from LG01 to LG00 mode. Chapter 5 will introduce to experiments
which will be carried out in the future. This includes use of Surface
Acoustic Waves (SAW), organic materials and etc.
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Chapter 1
Background
1.1 III-V Semiconductors. Quantum Wells and
Quantum Dots
A semiconductor is a material that has a higher conduction than insulators,
but lower than conductors. InGaAs/AlGaAs will be the most relevant materials
throughout this thesis. Electric current conduction in a semiconductor depends
on its temperature (with increasing temperature, conduction increases, the oppo-
site of metals) and doping level (introduction of impurities to alter material prop-
erties). This is explained by its unique band structure, the energy gap between
the conduction band (the lowest energy of empty orbitals, which are available for
electrons) and the so-called valence band (it corresponds to the highest energy of
electrons at a temperature of 0K). It defines the range in which electron states
cannot occur Fig. 1.1.
If an electron has enough energy, usually after absorbing a photon with an
energy higher than the band gap, it can jump from valence band to conduction
band and - because of neutral semiconductor charge - valence band is left with a
positively charged hole. Then the electron and the hole can attract one another,
because of the Coulomb force, and form a system comparable to a hydrogen
atom, called an exciton. An exciton has a binding energy of Enb =
RE
n2
, where
RE is Rydberg energy RE =
µe4
2~2(4pi0)2 , with µ being the reduced mass, and
1
n - the principal quantum number. Binding energy is the measure of exciton
stability. Excitons dissociate into free electrons and holes if the binding energy
is smaller than the thermal energy. For example, the thermal energy at room
temperature is around 25meV, and the exciton binding energy in GaAs is 5meV
[5] and 60meV in ZnO [6], leading into unstable GaAs and stable ZnO excitons
at room temperature.
ZnO binding energy has led to a good deal of research, as it promises polaritons
at room temperature. Polaritons are quasi-particles appearing because of the
strong coupling between excitons formed in quantum wells and confined photons
in microcavities. ZnO excitons’ stability at room temperature does not require a
cooling down of the material and makes their use in technology easier, whereas
GaAs has to be cooled to below liquid Nitrogen temperatures and use of liquid
Hydrogen generally makes the technology too expensive and cumbersome.
Depending on a semiconductor’s dielectric constant, excitons can be grouped
into two types. The first type is Frenkel excitons, which have a small dielectric
constant and strong interaction between particles. The second type is Wannier-
Mott excitons, which have a large dielectric constant, but a smaller interaction
between particles and a radius greater than the lattice spacing. Another im-
portant parameter is the exciton’s Bohr Radius aB =
~√
2µR
, which allows the
determination of the exciton density at which excitons ionise and stop existing,
resulting in electron-hole plasma. This density, at which transition occurs, is
called the Mott density. It describes the situation when the distance between
excitons becomes very similar to the Bohr radius, and the interaction among
excitons and holes starts being screened by other charged particles. Before the
Mott density is reached, excitons and holes behave as gas of excitons and at
even higher densities it becomes an electron-hole plasma. The larger the Mott
density, the more particles can be injected into materials while still having polari-
tons. These quasi-particles, excitons, can be trapped in one dimension by placing
higher-band gap materials around a thin layer of low-band gap material. This
structure is called a Quantum Well (QW) (Fig. 1.2). Because of the confinement,
it requires a greater force to separate the hole and the electron; thus, the binding
2
Figure 1.1: Insulator, semiconductor and conductor band structure. The va-
lence band corresponds to the highest energy of electrons at 0K, and the conduc-
tion band is the lowest energy of empty orbitals available for electrons. Decreasing
the band gap size increases the material’s electron conduction.
energy becomes larger.
1.2 Microcavities
Since 1946, when Purcell suggested that spontaneous emission of the emitter
could change depending on its environment, light and matter interaction has
interested many scientists [7]. This idea was proven by [8] and [9]. Generally light
and matter interact very weakly. In order to increase this interaction, therefore,
the emitter was placed in the microcavity, to increase the number of times a
photon passes through the emitter. In the usual materials, an exciton emitted
photon escapes before being reabsorbed again.
Microcavities were developed to confine light inside of the material. Semicon-
ductor microcavities are fabricated from two distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)
mirrors, which are separated by a samiconductor layer representing a cavity layer.
DBR mirrors are made by repeating two different semiconductor layers with dif-
ferent refractive indexes. Their thickness is λab/4n (λab-wavelength of reflected
light); such thickness is used because the appearance of 2pi phase difference be-
3
Figure 1.2: GaAs Quantum Well (QW) structure shown as band gap energy
versus used material arrangement. A 20nm GaAs layer is surrounded by AlGaAs
material with higher band gap. Particles are trapped inside QW as it requires
higher energy for them to overcome the energy barrier and move to the AlGaAs
conduction layer. Because of the confinement, GaAs energy structure changes as
well and starts to have distinct energy levels as only certain wavelengths can be
tapped inside QW.
tween DBR layers creates constructive interference. The wavelength of the wave
that should be reflected inside of the microcavity and material’s refractive index
determines the thickness of layers. A partial relection of optical waves is caused
by each layer boundary, and because of the generally large number of layers,
DBR mirrors become very effective. They can reflect at least 99.99% of incoming
light and even higher reflectivity is possible (metallic mirrors reflect up to 99%,
because of their high absorption, and to achieve better 99.999% reflectivity, di-
electric mirrors are used [5]). There are no perfect mirrors, and some photons
always escape or are absorbed by the material. Increasing number of DBR layers
can increase reflectivity.
The range of reflected wavelengths is called the stopband (Fig. 1.5), and its
range definition is (1 − R < 2(1 − Rmax)). The stopband width depends on
the difference between the semiconductor’s diffractive indices and the reflected
wavelength for which it was designed (Eq. 1.1), but in most cases, it is around
100meV [10]. DBR reflectivity is given by Eq. 1.2. As seen from Fig. 1.6, the
4
Figure 1.3: Figure showing electromagnetic radiation propagating in the di-
rection of z axis as well as electric and magnetic fields oscillating perpendicularly
(transverse).
electric field has a maximal magnitude between distributed Bragg reflector mir-
rors, but after it penetrates into the mirrors, the magnitude declines within the
penetration depth (appearing because of the finite difference between refractive
indices) of the DBR, given by Eq. 1.3. Penetration depth is found to be differ-
ent for transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) polarisations of
the light, electromagnetic radiation (Fig. 1.3). For TM polarisation, it increases
with increasing angle, and for TE, the relationship is the opposite. This is the
cause of polariton modes splitting, identified as TM and TE modes (Fig. 1.4).
Splitting varies depending on the angle like sin2(θeff ). It was shown that energy
of TM mode is higher compared to TE [11]. With decreasing cavity length, the
importance of penetration depth increases. This is the case, because penetration
depth becomes larger than cavity length and because effective cavity length is a
combination of cavity length and wave penetration in the DBR [11].
∆sb =
2λsb∆n
pineff
(1.1)
∆sb - the spectral width of the stopband, λsb - the central wavelength of the
stopband, ∆n - the difference between refractive indexes, neff - the effective
refractive index.
R =
( nb
na
)2N − nf
n0
( nb
na
)2N +
nf
n0
(1.2)
5
Figure 1.4: Figure taken from [12]. Geometrical representation of the TE and
TM modes in terms of the electric and magnetic field vectors.
n0 - refractive index of the starting material, nf - refractive index of the final
material, na and nb - refractive indexes of alternating DBR materials (na < nb),
N - number of DBR layers.
LDBR =
λ
2neff
nHnL
nH − nL (1.3)
LDBR - penetration depth of the DBR, λ - the wavelength of penetrating light,
nH and nL - refractive indexes of DBR layers.
In free space, photon dispersion is found using ω = c|k| (the photon is massless),
but in a microcavity, it becomes ωm,k = ωm,0(1+ c
2|k|2/n2effω2m,0)1/2- parabolic as
the photon becomes quantized in z direction. This change is because in DBR mir-
rors, only certain wavelengths can be trapped (k = mpineff/Leff corresponding
to available wave vectors and energy ~ωm,k = (~c/neff )(k2m+ |k|2)1/2, which leads
to quadratic dispersion). k wave vector is a vector representing the direction of
the propagation of the light. Multiplied by Planck constant it corresponds to the
photon momentum. It’s physical meaning describes the ”spatial frequency” of
the light. Large k would mean that the wave has a large spatial frequency and
it’s phase evolves very fast. km is a wave vector in the microcavity direction,
whereas |k| represents a wave vector parallel to the microcavities plane.
6
Figure 1.5: Simulated stopband re-
flectivity of AlGaAs/GaAs semicon-
ductor DBR sample at different wave-
lengths, with a centre wavelength at
950nm. Simulation was performed for
5, 10, 20 and 30 pairs of DBR layers.
It shows that reflectivity increases
with a larger number of pairs as well
as the stopband becoming more dis-
tinct [13].
Figure 1.6: a) structure of DBR
mirror. The first DBR mirror is
grown on a structurally match-
ing substrate. This is followed
by a growth of semiconductor
spacer layer with QWs positioned
at electric field antinodes and fin-
ished with a growth of the second
DBR mirror b) working principle
of DBR mirror. The electric field
is concentrated in the cavity, and
its strength decreases within pen-
etration length in DBR. Simula-
tion was carried out using trans-
fer matrix method [14].
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When comparing an exciton and a photon dispersion, the former looks to be
flat, but it is not the case, as exciton dispersion is also parabolic. This happens
because of large exciton mass (mex = 10
4−5mph, where mph is photon mass), and
so its curvature is 104−5 smaller than the photon dispersion’s curvature, which
can be seen by combining two previous equations.
One of the main use cases for semiconductor microcavities is creation of po-
laritons - investigation of ligght and matter interactions. Light and matter in-
teractions are amplified, because light bounces from mirrors, stays in the cavity
longer and can interact more times [15]. Microcavities can be used to change the
rate of the spontaneous emission. It could be increased or decreased, depending
on the chosen experimental conditions. Such an out come has a name of ”weak
coupling”. A way to successfully obtain it, emitters have to be located at the
maximum strength of the electric field, otherwise called the cavity electric field
antinode. The Purcell factor is the measurement of the spontaneous emission
rate change (Eq. 1.22). In other words, the Purcell effect shows the ratio of emit-
ter’s emission rates with and without the microcavity. This factor increases with
decreasing cavity size and increasing coupling strength. Microcavities are useful
in this case, because the density of photon states can be increased by fabricating
their volume to be very small.
F =
3Q
4pi2V
(
λ
n
)3 (1.4)
Where Q is quality factor, λ - emission wavelength, V - microcavity volume, n -
material refractive index.
The best example of Purcell effect observation is quantum dots (QD), as they
have a very small volume (smaller volume means smaller gaps between polaritons
and higher nonlinear exciton interaction for comparable power excitation) and
high strength of the oscillator. However, as a result of the cavity created around
QD without possibility to change it, it’s tunability cannot be controlled within
big ranges [16]. Maximising quality factor can also lead into enhancement of the
Purcell factor (it is harder to get it for visible light, because optical loss increases,
so it is increased by increased mirror reflectivity). The quality factor is defined as
8
an inverse ratio of absorption peak full width at half maximum with absorption
peak frequency or as the inverse ratio between the energy lost after every cycle
of light and the energy stored in the cavity (Eq. 4). To get a high quality factor,
microcavity losses should be reduced, because it depends on the cavity length
and the reflectivity of the mirrors, as can be seen in Eq. 1.5. With an increasing
number of DBR pairs the quality factor increases exponentially if the cavity has
identical DBR layers on both sides.
Q =
ωc
δωc
(1.5)
Where ωc is mode frequency, δωc - full-width-half-maximum (FWHM)
1.2.1 Finesse
Another property of microcavities is finesse. The finesse of an optical resonator
(cavity) is defined as its free spectral range divided by the (full width at half-
maximum) bandwidth of its resonances Eq. 1.6. It is independent of the resonator
length and is fully determined by the resonator losses. This allows the determina-
tion of the reflectivity of the DBR mirrors, which in theory depends only on the
number of repeating layers [17] and the difference between the refractive indexes
of those repeating semiconductor materials. Finesse is related to the quality fac-
tor (Eq. 1.5) and is limited by a diffraction [18]. Finesse shows how much light
is lost when it circles in the cavity. This is why the highest finesse is found when
the cavity length is the smallest, as the light mode covers the smallest area on
the mirror, because of light divergence [19].
Q =
2pineffLeff
λ(1−R1R2) =
neffLeffF
λ
(1.6)
Where neff is effective refractive index, Leff - effective cavity length, λ -
wavelength, R1 and R2 - DBR reflectivity.
F =
δωc
σωc
=
pi
√
R
1−R (1.7)
9
At first it was thought that an atom, quantum dot or a molecule has an intrinsic
property of spontaneous emission. This was disproved by putting the emitter into
a cavity. A cavity changes the density of states into which an atom can emit, thus
changing spontaneous emission properties by enhancing or suppressing them. A
microcavity also causes the decay to be directional, because modes are enhanced
towards the resonator [20]. Free space density is overcome by the maximal modes
density at the quasi-mode resonant frequency, as noticed by Purcell [7].
1.2.2 Weak Coupling
The regime of weak coupling, also known as Purcell effect, is the regime in which
an emitter is weakly coupled to the cavity mode, and the emitted light escapes the
cavity before being reabsorbed by the emitter. Photons and excitons are coupled
weakly, and the probability of the reabsorption is very small. From this follows
that the condition for the weak coupling can be described as the decay rate of
the cavity’s electric field (κ, depending on the quality of the mirrors and their
Q-factor) exceeding coupling strength of the emitter-cavity (g = ( ~
22pie2f
4pi0mLeff
)
1
2 ),
which for a single quantum well depends on oscillator strength, f , particle mass,
m, and effective length, Leff [21]) and the atom’s free space spontaneous emission
rate (γ), κ >> g, γ [13]. Proportionality of the described spontaneous emission
to the photon density of states is shown by the Fermi’s golden rule (Eq. 1.8).
W =
2pi
~2
|M12|2g(ω) (1.8)
Where g(ω) - the density of states, M12 - transition matrix element.
The emitter, which can be a quantum dot (semiconductor particle of several
nanometres size) or a real atom, under circumstances that external field source
is not present, free-space, using standard equation of photon states in free space
and the average obtained from all possible orientations of the atomic dipole. The
density of states for the microcavity polaritons are defined as the gradient of the
dispersion relation for the k values or dE/dk otherwise. The used formulas for
10
the density of states and the transition matrix element are as follows:
g(ω) =
ω2V0
pi2c3
and M212 =
µ212~ω
60V0
(1.9)
In which case the transition rate for spontaneous emission becomes:
W free =
1
τR
=
µ212ω
3
3pi0~c3
(1.10)
The transition rate for spontaneous emission is influenced by the lifetime of a
photon in the cavity. This rate is noticeably changed if compared to the cavity
from the free space case. A few assumptions are made to find spontaneous emis-
sion in these conditions: first of all the atom is contained in a single-mode cavity
and secondly, it has only two energy levels. In these conditions, there is only
one possible way for the integral of density of states function over all possible
frequencies to be equal to one, which is required:
g(ω0) =
2
piδωc
δω2c
4(ω0 − ωc)2 + δω2c
(1.11)
The matrix element will be, if  is normalized dipole orientation factor:
M212 = ξ
2µ
2
12~ω
20V0
(1.12)
The rate of spontaneous emission becomes Eq. 1.13, if everything is combined
in Fermi’s rule.
W cav =
2Qµ212
~0V0
ξ2
δω2c
4(ω0 − ωc)2 + δω2c
(1.13)
The ratio between the rate of spontaneous emission in the cavity and in free
space gives the equation for the Purcell factor, which looks like:
Fp =
W cav
W free
=
3Q(λ
n
)3
fzpi2V0
ξ
δω2c
4(ω0 − ωc)2 + δω2c
(1.14)
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If the dipoles are aligned in the direction of the field and the system is in
resonance, then the previous equation is reduced to the Eq. 1.22. In case of
Fp > 1, the rate of the spontaneous emission increases after an atom is placed
in the microcavity and the lifetime of a photon has decreased in the cavity [22].
In the opposite case, the density of states has decreased, and spontaneous emis-
sion becomes slower. In the weak coupling regime, photons escape the cavity
quicker than they are absorbed by the matter inside it. Observation of the Pur-
cell factor requires a 0D photonic environment, high Q, low mode volume, an
emitter placed at an antinode, a dipole oriented parallel to the vacuum electric
field and Qemitter > Qcavity. It was already achieved using quantum dots placed
in microresonators ([23]), micropillars ([24]) and photonic crystal microresonators
([25]).
1.2.3 Strong Coupling
The condition for the strong coupling is g >> κ, γ. It requires the emitter -
cavity coupling strength to be much greater than the free space spontaneous emis-
sion rate and the decay rate of the electric field in the cavity [13]. So the emitted
photon could be reabsorbed by the emitter and does not leave the microcavity
before this effect, which is opposite how the weak coupling behaves. Because
of the energy jumping between the emitter and the cavity, new eigenstates are
created, as proven by [26]. In this case, hybridisation between the cavity mode
and the cavity emitter appears, which is followed by the formation of new states,
so-called polaritons. Strong coupling is recognized by the appearance of energy
splitting between polariton states (splitting depends on the effective cavity length,
the exciton oscillator strength and the number of quantum wells [27][28]), called
Rabi splitting (δE ∝ 1/(Leff ) 12 ). (In other words, Rabi splitting determines the
period of energy oscillation between the exciton and photon mode). There is a
second condition - the peak width should be smaller than the energy splitting;
any other way, it cannot be visible. The emitter has two energy levels, the ground
state and the excited state, which leads to the mentioned splitting. One of the
photon levels, in the case of one photon being in the cavity, interaction with these
two levels causes the splitting to appear, as shown in Fig. 1.7. As for resonance
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(resonance is a condition in which the photon wavelength is exactly the same
as the exciton emission wavelength), it’s wavefunction is shown in Eq. 1.15,
which can be described as a superposition of excitonic and photonic wavefunc-
tions [17]. To simply explain it, energy is oscilating between the mentioned two
levels (exciton and cavity photon), creating a quasi-particle named a polariton,
which has a frequency of ΩR/2pi, with the ΩR being described in the Eq. 1.16.
If a two-level system is driven off resonance, then a generalised equation is used
ΩGR ( 1.17). Mentioned phenomenon is termed Rabi oscillation. Rabi oscillation
can be explained using two harmonic oscillators, in the classical way [29]. In the
traditional case, discussed oscillators have oscillation frequencies as shown in Eq.
1.18.
φ =
1√
2
(φx + φp) (1.15)
ΩR =
gE
~
(1.16)
Where g is the strength of the dipole coupling/transition matrix element, E is
the electric field amplitude of the laser.
ΩGR =
√
∆2 + ΩR (1.17)
ω◦1 = (
k1
m1
)
1
2 and ω◦2 = (
k2
m2
1
2
) (1.18)
In the strong coupling regime, coupling between oscillators, which is denoted
with a constant κ and changes the formulas of the oscillators’ motion into Eq.
1.19.
m1x¨1 + k1x1 + κ(x1 − x2) = 0 and m2x¨2 + k2x2 − κ(x1 − x2) = 0 (1.19)
Where m, k and x are masses, spring constants and positions of two oscillators.
κ - coupling strength between these oscillators.
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Figure 1.7: Energy levels for different situations. Strong coupling energy level
splitting appears because the atom has ground and excited energy levels.
With solutions below:
x1,2(t) = x
◦
1,2exp[−iω±t] (1.20)
ω2± =
1
2
[ω21 + ω
2
2 ±
√
(ω21 − ω22)2 + 4Γ2ω1ω2] (1.21)
Where ω1 =
√
(k1 + κ)/m1, ω2 =
√
(k2 + κ)/m2 and Γ =
√
κ/m1
√
κ/m2√
ω1ω2
represents frequency anticrossing.
Establishing m1 = m2 = m0, k1 = k0 and k2 = k0 + δk. Changing δk in the
range from -k0 to k0 indicates that energy level, or frequency, curves shows anti-
crossing pattern as in Fig. 1.8b and Fig. 1.9 (real measurement data), moreover
in the weak coupling regime, the previously mentioned photonic and excitonic
curves cross at δk = 0, which can be seen in Fig. 1.8a [18]. It was observed that
anticrossing splitting increases (energy level deviation in coupled case, compared
to uncoupled case) when excitons (the exciton energy level can be changed by
altering the quantum well width) and photons (the photon energy is changed
by changing cavity width) energy and momentum values get closer to the res-
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Figure 1.8: Frequency ratio versus the ratio between spring constant difference
and the maximum value of the spring constant. Strong coupling explanation in
the classical way, using two harmonic oscillators. The strong coupling regime is
identified as an anti-crossing between the exciton and photon dispersion curves.
It is quantized by a Rabi splitting, the energy difference between the strong and
weak coupling cases. a) Figure showing ratio of frequencies for two uncoupled
oscillators. b) Figure showing ratio of frequencies for two coupled oscillators [29].
onance, reaching the greatest amount at the crossing point [30]. The strong
coupling regime has a condition that the linewidths of photons (this occurrence
depends on the reflectivity of DBR, the cavity length and the cavity refractive
index [10]) and excitons should be smaller than the Rabi oscillations [17], as oth-
erwise it could not be observed. Strong coupling appearance when phonons are in
resonance with excitons can also be seen in this graph (quantized crystal atomic
vibrations). This is demonstrated using Eq. 1.16 when increasing detuning (found
using the following equation: Ecav(k = 0)−Eexc(k = 0)) value increases the Rabi
frequency, in consequence this can be understood as the electrons being able to
jump between two energy levels more quickly as the difference between those two
levels decreases. In other words, the cavity modes or the frequency of the light
waves captured in the cavity, are equivalent to the emitter’s frequency.
Polaritons are a linear combination of excitons (electrons and holes paired by
Coulomb interaction) and photons, which might form, for example, into quantum
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Figure 1.9: Polariton wavelength versus piezo voltage corresponding to the
increase of the cavity length. Anticrossing plot taken from real measurements
using a coupled open-cavity sample. The observed Rabi splitting is 3.5meV.
This figure also shows the mode splitting into bonding and anti-bonding modes,
which appears because of coupled concave mirrors. The longitudinal mode is the
brightest in the centre, with higher order modes on the left and right (they are
very weak because they come from different longitudinal modes).
dots. A quasi-particle can be considered as a particle, because it is a quantum of
energy that has position and momentum. Some of the most interesting polariton
properties are very low effective mass and strong nonlinearity [17]. Nonlinearity
emerges because of the two-level nature of the emitter, which corresponds to an
anharmonic (higher frequencies are not multiples of the lowest frequency) energy-
level diagram (a Jaynes-Cummings ladder). Because of this nature, the energy
required to create a polariton depends on the number of polaritons already in the
system, giving strong nonlinearity [31]. Polariton wave function can be obtained
from the following expression: ϕpol = |X|ϕX + |C|ϕC , with C and X being
Hopfield coefficients corresponding to the exciton and photon fraction in the
polariton. Hopfield coefficients can be calculated by:
X2 =
δ +
√
δ2 + Ω2
2
√
δ2 + Ω2
, C2 = −δ −
√
δ2 + Ω2
2
√
δ2 + Ω2
(1.22)
Where δ is detuning and Ω is Rabi splitting.
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The resonance condition is fulfilled when Hopfield coefficients are equal. Follow-
ing this, in the resonant case, polaritons are half excitons, half photons [32][33].
Coupling between the photon and exciton appears, because two fermions (elec-
tron and hole) join together to create a boson (two half-integer-spin particles
together sums up to an integer-spin particle), which can then interact with a
photon, a boson itself. Polaritons were observed in the microcavity in 1992 for
the first time [34].
Certain selection rules determine if excitons interact with light. GaAs has two
types of holes: heavy holes and light holes. Light holes have an angular momen-
tum of ±1
2
, because spin projection is anti-parallel to the mechanical momentum
projection. Heavy holes have an angular momentum of ±3
2
, because the spin
projection is parallel to the mechanical momentum projection. In bulk material,
these states are degenerate, but the degeneracy is removed in quantum wells,
because of the quantum confinement in one direction. Electrons can have only
−1/2 and +1/2 states. As an exciton is formed from an electron and the hole,
it can have total angular momentum projections of ±1 and ±2. A photon is a
boson and has a spin of 0 and ±1, which means it interacts only with excitons,
which have ±1 spin; the described exciton fits this condition. On the other hand,
if the exciton is formed with ±2 spin, it cannot interact with photons. Exci-
tons that interact with photons are called ”bright excitons”, and the ones that
do not are called ”dark excitons”. Excitons directly scatter with the same spin
excitons, while opposite spin excitons scatter through dark exciton states [30].
Because of the non-degeneracy in QWs, polaritons are formed from heavy holes
and electrons, a combination which gives a total angular momentum projection
of ±1.
Polaritons get their small mass from photonic wavefunction (10−5me), seven
orders of range, and self-interactions from excitonic wavefunction, as the photon-
coupling cross-section is very small and their interactions appear through other
systems [35]. Other properties of polaritons include long coherence and fast
dynamics coupling to external light [36]. A polariton’s linewidth depends on
its excitation power, and the linewidth tends to increase with increasing power
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because of spectral diffusion [37][38] and exciton-exciton interaction. Diffusion
and exciton oscillator strength decrease due to exciton bleaching, causing strong
coupling loss at a high excitation power. The coupling regime depends on g, γx
and P (phase diagram) [39]. Polaritons derive many properties from the exciting
light, such as their spin and dipole moment.
1.2.4 Two-Dimensional Polaritons
The previously mentioned polaritons are a result of 0D single emitters, which
deal with discrete states. In contrast, a quantum well in a microcavity deals with
a continuum of 2D states: 2D exciton and 2D cavity modes (Fig. 1.10). The
difference in a created polariton will be that it will form anticrossing dispersion
curves. The size of this anticrossing again depends on the Rabi splitting, which
could be increased if the cavity length is decreasing, placing QWs on the antinodes
of the cavity field and increasing the quantity of QWs. The coupling strength
of the particle is equal to: V = (
e2NQW fOSC
20m0n2cLc
)
1
2 (where NQW is number of QWs,
fOSC - oscillator strength, Lc - effective cavity length, nc - refractive index of
the cavity) [40]. As the equation shows, the coupling strength increases with
an increasing number of QWs (the photon can interact with more excitons), the
oscillator strength (the interaction is stronger between excitons and photons) and
a decrease in the cavity length.
1.3 Bose-Einstein Condensate
The Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) was theoretically described by Bose in
as early as 1924. BEC is a phase transition occurring when particles start to
fill the lowest energy state Fig. 1.11. This transition appears in systems that
can be characterized by Bose-Einstein statistics, which involves indistinguishable,
bosonic particles with integer spin, for example 0, 1, 2.
The transition in 3D systems appears when the temperature becomes lower
than the critical temperature (Tc): Tc = (
2pi~2
mkb
)( n
g3/2(1)
)
2
3 (where m is particle mass,
n - particle density and g3/2(1) - Riemann Zeta function) [30]. The equation shows
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Figure 1.10: Figure taken from [41]. Inside the microcavity, light waves of
certain frequencies are trapped between the DBR mirrors, corresponding to the
cavity modes. A photon of light excites the exciton in the QW, which recombines,
emitting a photon. If this process repeats often enough before the photon escapes
the microcavity, a polariton is formed.
Figure 1.11: System transition to Bose-Einstein condensate. The first row
presents how the number of particles occupying a particular region in space
changes, and the bottom row presents how the number of particles at a par-
ticular energy level changes. With increasing power, more and more particles
move to the lowest energy level even after passing the transition power [42].
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how critical temperature depends on the mass (the polariton mass depends on the
LPB slope, and so it can be changed by changing detuning; the smaller the slope,
the larger the effective mass is: mp = ~(d
2ωLPB(k)
dk2
)−1). 50µK temperature [43]
is required to condense the lightest element - Hydrogen. Luckily, polaritons get
mass from photons; hence, they are so light that condensation can appear at room
temperature [44][45], and at low density, they obey bosonic statistics. However,
this is possible only in a 3D or more dimensional environment (the problem is that
most atomic gases become solid before reaching critical temperature), whereas in
2D (or less), Bose-Einstein condensate appears at a temperature of 0K.
A condensate can appear not only in the equilibrium as the BEC definition was
changed to be described by the order parameter, spontaneous symmetry breaking
and macroscopic coherence [10]. So 0K BEC can be overcome by achieving a
quasi-condensation below the temperature of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
(BKT) transition [46]. BKT is a macroscopically occupied state in 2D with long
range coherence, which does not extend to infinity, but decays by algebraic order
due to the formation of bound vortex-antivortex pairs.
As mentioned, the coherence length of such equilibrium does not reach infin-
ity, but is still very large. Also depending on dimensionality, critical density
is finite (d > 2) or infinite (d ≤ 2) with the chemical potential not becoming
zero [10]. In such systems, particles overfilling the critical density go into the
ground state [17], with a density of: n0(T ) = n(T ) − nc(T ). Critical density is
found from: NC = (
V
λ3T
)g3/2(1). It therefore depends on the mass and volume.
Quasi-condensation is achieved in positive detuning [47][48][49], and metastable
condensation in negative detuning [49][50].
Condensate wavefunction depends on the interaction with the reservoir of un-
condensed excitons. In addition, its polarisation depends on exciting pump polar-
isation and relaxation mechanisms as these properties constantly change because
of the magnetic field (it affects excitons in quantum wells and thus polaritons as
well), scattering and defects, and other factors [17]. The condensation linewidth
is inhomogeneously broadened by laser intensity fluctuations as it changes the
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number of condensing polaritons [51].
Non-resonant pumping appears when the system is pumped above the upper
polariton branch (UPB). The system then forms a high density of coherent free
hot carriers (excitons) region, which relaxes to the lower polariton branch by
longitudinal optical (LO) phonon interaction and exciton scattering [52]. This
happens on a sub-picosecond time scale. Then it continues relaxing towards the
lowest energy level by polariton-polariton and polariton-acoustic phonon scatter-
ing. It might also scatter to the high k vector LPB branch by acoustic phonon
interactions. The dominant mechanism depends on the excitation power and
detuning. Relaxation to the lower k-vector region occurs by polariton-acoustic
phonon scattering, polariton-polariton interaction and polariton-free carrier in-
teraction [53].
This process works well in the high k-vector range (high angle) as relaxation
time is around 1ns, the excess energy is around a few meV and the relaxation
steps take 10ps to waste around 1meV of energy [10]. In the low k-vector region,
the polariton lifetime becomes 5ps (because of the steepness of the LPB curve
which depends on the exciton fraction. Eq. 1.23) and has to lose 5-10meV. In this
region, the previous relaxation steps no longer function as to reach the bottom
would take at least 50ps (longer than the polariton’s lifetime). Few polaritons
relax from exciton-like to photon-like, and so there is a greater occupancy at
k-states near exciton energy (Fig. 1.12). This situation is called the ”bottleneck
effect” (Fig. 1.13).
In this region, which lasts only a few picoseconds, the exchange of a few meV
energy polariton-polariton scattering becomes more important. In this elastic
scattering, one polariton loses energy and momentum, while another one receives
it in the same amount. This forces one polariton to go to the low k vector energy
and another one to the high k vector energy. Energy could also be wasted through
polariton-free carrier interaction, which appears in a sub-picosecond time scale.
Free carriers exchange more energy during interaction with polaritons, compared
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Figure 1.12: Figure taken from [54]. Energy versus in-plane wave number. This
sketch illustrates the polariton formation processes from an exciton reservoir cre-
ated by non-resonant excitation. It can follow two paths: a scattering process by
acoustic-phonon emission, or radiative recombination and absorption. Meaning
of abbreviations: BR - bottleneck region, LP - lower branch, UP - upper branch,
TR - thermal region and SCR - strong coupling region, angular region of good
mirror reflectivity and observed emitted luminescence.
to excitons, because of their lower mass [53].
Γk =
|Ck|2
τc
(1.23)
Equation showing the relationship between polariton lifetime, exciton fraction
and photon lifetime in the region of k-vector between 0 and inplane wavevector.
Here Γk is the polariton lifetime, |Ck| - the Hopfield coefficient, τc - the cavity
photon lifetime.
Non-resonant excitation makes it harder to identify polariton-polariton interac-
tions in the condensate and distinguish them from interactions with the reservoir
of uncondensed excitons [55]. The bottleneck effect appears because the dis-
persion drop reduces the polariton lifetime to about 5ps [30], and all scattering
effects take longer. As the photon fraction increases, the lifetime becomes shorter.
Nonetheless, in very good cavities, photon lifetime as high as 100ps can now be
achieved. Also, because polaritons become more photon-like, they scatter less effi-
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Figure 1.13: Polariton photoluminescence intensity dependence on polariton
energy and the emission angle of the sample. a) and c) show the bottleneck effect
at different detunings using 1mW excitation power of a 635nm laser. Polaritons
are stuck at high k vector energies. b) polariton lasing was achieved at a higher
power (64mW) compared to d) (55mw), because of greater negative detuning. b)
a situation in which polaritons had to lose more energy to condense at k=0.
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ciently with phonons, since this scattering is proportional to the exciton fraction.
All these effects make polaritons collect at k-states near exciton energy. This is
why this effect is observed only in negative detuning, when the dispersion curve
is steeper. To suppress the bottleneck effect, the number of scattered polaritons
in the lowest energy state should increase. This is done by increasing excitation
power, resulting in an increase of exciton density as well as polariton-exciton and
polariton-polariton scattering. This process helps polaritons to lose their energy
and relax to lower k-vectors [54][56]. This can be achieved using either resonant
or non-resonant excitation.
Stimulated scattering to k = 0 appears if the occupation of this state becomes
greater than 1, because of bosonic properties. Bosons have a property that as soon
as there is at least one boson in the energy level, stimulated scattering is activated
and other bosons will start scattering into it at an increased rate of N + 1 [57].
Therefore, the higher the occupancy of the state, the higher the transition rate is
into this state. This process is called bosonic final state stimulation, leading to
BEC [10].
But with increasing power, Coulomb interaction starts to play a greater role.
Because of the higher density of polaritons, as they have fermionic nature, this
change blueshifts the lower polariton branch emission. At some point, the strong
coupling regime (as excitons are ionized) is lost, and weak coupling appears.
Samples in which excitons have a large binding energy and samples with a higher
number of quantum wells are required to maintain the strong coupling regime at
high pump powers. In samples containing a big quantity of quantum wells, the
Rabi splitting is greater, whereas exciton density is distributed over the number
of quantum wells, so that the threshold for exciton bleaching is increased ([40]
[47]).
An emission at a particular energy of the ground state is one of the BEC’s
signatures. Another is a k-space narrowing of the total emission attributed to the
increased long-range spatial coherence and superfluid behaviour [58][59]. Strong
coupling can also be lost by a temperature increase. The short lifetime of the
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polariton does not allow it to reach semi-classical condensation [60], because its
lifetime is too brief for the settlement of the thermal equilibrium with crystal
lattice. However, this limitation changes after observation of 100ps lifetimes [61].
This allows polaritons to move by around a millimetre.
The bottleneck effect can also be suppressed by changing detuning (a shallower
LPB slope increases the polariton lifetime, LP-LP scattering rate dependence
∝ α2exρ(E)) or by resonant pumping [62]. Small and powerful non-resonant exci-
tation can push condensation out from the excitation spot, because the potential
is changed by the interaction between polaritons and the high-density exciton
reservoir (the exciton diffusion coefficient is small), as achieved in micropillars
[63].
Resonant pumping appears when excitons are excited on the LPB branch (the
laser energy is chosen to be at the same energy as LPB at chosen angle). Resonant
excitation requires lower power to achieve condensation, because they do not have
to scatter from exciton reservoir to LPB. The bottleneck effect is also suppressed
in this case.
Resonant excitation enables two new mechanisms for BEC formation. The first
is called optical parametric amplifier (OPA) and requires an additional probe at
k=0, which triggers bosonic state stimulation. The second mechanism is called
optical parametric oscillator (OPO). It involves resonantly exciting LPB at a
particular energy-momentum pair. Polariton-polariton scattering from the pump
to k = 0 and 2kpump states will result in macroscopic occupation of the mentioned
two states, which are called ”signal” and ”idler” respectively.
1.4 Polariton Lasing
An emerged BEC allows an effect called a ”polariton laser”, which requires a
threshold 100 times lower than a photon laser in the same structure [64]. These
two mechanisms are different, because in a polariton laser, the scattering and not
emission is stimulated. The Polariton laser threshold is also 100 times smaller
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in the case of a linearly polarized pump laser, compared to a circularly polarized
one (the same occurs in a photon laser, because the cavity resonance is not the
same for TM and TE light). In the case of multimode lasing, interactions come
only within the same mode, and so blueshift does not depend on the occupancy
of other modes.
In [65], it was found that blueshift depends on occupancy logarithmically,
whereas linear behaviour is predicted by theoretical calculations. Polariton las-
ing was proved by [55], when in their experiment the second threshold lasing was
coming from an exciton reservoir and not from the expelled polariton condensate.
A polariton laser has a very weak absorption at emission wavelength [17], because
the required scattering separates absorption and emission. In photon lasers, in
contrast, these two processes are connected. A polariton laser does not need to
achieve carrier inversion because of bosonic properties. After one polariton gets
into the lasing state, the further scattering process is triggered into this state.
Polariton lasers work until strong coupling is lost. Polariton laser is supported by
the following required properties: the nonlinear intensity change, a sharp decrease
in linewidth and a continuous increase in blueshift.
1.5 Methods of Lateral Confinement of Polari-
tons
The semiconductor microcavities have a lack of ability to tune the energy of
the cavity modes over significantly large ranges, which is the biggest negative
side of it. There are couple ways to achieve tunability in small ranges. One of
them is thermal tuning, which changes cavity by only a few meV after applying
around 50K temperature change [18]. The second method is to incorporate a
p-i-n junction. It uses a quantum-confined Stark effect to tune the sample by a
few meV. This effect works as follows: in electric field presence, the hole energy
increases and electron energy decreases, thus changing the energy of the exciton.
This method has additional consequences as electrons and holes are pushed to
opposite Quantum Well sides. The overlap between them decreases as well as
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the recombination efficiency. Other methods, such as adsorption of gases or
condensation of inert gases, might be used, but these are very slow and adsorption
is an irreversible process [66].
A photonic crystal cavity containing a Quantum Dot allows reaching very small
mode volumes (a diameter of around 2-10 nanometres can be achieved), which
gives a high photon and exciton coupling strength, but it suppresses tuning and
reduces the quality factor. Quantum dots are favoured because they are almost
perfect two-level systems (it requires some time to relax after excitation, in order
that it could be excited again), have large dipole moments, are fixed in space and
can be controlled by voltage or an electric field. Heating can still be used, but
it is a very slow method and has a small range of tunability, because at higher
temperatures QD linewidth increases due to phonon scattering, which increases
with rising temperature [16].
Another type of microcavities are pillar microcavities (Fig.1.14). Pillar micro-
cavities are another way of confining cavity modes in the plane, just as in an open
cavity with a concave mirror. Its structure is the same as in the full cavity, but
with small dimensions in x and y directions. Light is confined in the micropillar
in x and y directions because the semiconductor refractive index is bigger than
the refractive index of surrounding air and light bounces back from the bound-
ary into the semiconductor (this phenomenon is called total internal reflection).
Micropillar losses increase with decreasing diameter, because surface roughness
starts to play a greater role as post-growth etch does not produce an atomically
smooth surface.
Another way to achieve confinement in the microcavity would require creat-
ing periodic potentials over the sample. The first idea is to chemically etch the
sample surface [65][67], but this method has a drawback. The potential cannot
be tuned and forbids research of interaction effects, so a surface acoustic wave
(SAW-tuneable wave travelling through the surface of the material, which changes
volume, refractive index, lattice parameters and band gap [68] proportionally to
the intensity) device was introduced on the sample (Fig. 1.15). This would form
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Figure 1.14: Figure taken from [1].
A schematic picture of a micropillar is
shown on the left and its cross-section
after growth and etching. A micropil-
lar is simply a microcavity that is
small in plane dimensions.
Figure 1.15: Surface acoustic
waves induced in the microcavity
using a SAW device placed on top
[42].
an oscillating strain potential. In exceptional circumstances it would separate
atoms appearing in the Bose-Einstein condensate into an array of sub-µm-wide
wires [69] aligned along SAW potential minima and traveling at acoustic wave
velocities because of their dynamic nature. Use of a second, perpendicular device
would create confinement in all three dimensions. SAW energy is lost within the
SAW wavelength into the material [68], which limited confinement size because
of small penetration in previous experiments [42][70]. Also, application of SAW
broadens and flattens k space emission, because of small dimensions and appli-
cation of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle (∆k pi
δy
2pi
λSAW
). On the other hand, it
does not affect pump rate and losses as SAW power does not change condensate
emission [42].
SAW is created by inter digital transducers (IDTs) placed on top of the sam-
ple, which is made out of metal electrodes. The SAW wavelength and field width
depend on their parameters. SAW effects material in two ways: 1) the conduc-
tion and valence bands oscillate out of phase (does not allow for the exciton to
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dissociate at high SAW power), which is strain induced, created by a propagating
SAW, which does not carry a piezoelectric field; 2) the conduction and valence
bands oscillate in phase (because of changed modulation, created holes and elec-
trons are separated spatially, and so excitons are dissociated at high SAW power.
Crystals without a centre of inversion, like ZnO, GaAs, GaN, follow this path),
which is induced by a piezoelectric SAWs. This effect could be created using
metallic grating, but it would not be possible to tune it.
In the work of [42], surface acoustic waves (SAW) were used to achieve wire-like
condensates moving with acoustic velocity. In this experiment, a 37 MHz fre-
quency SAW generator device was placed on the surface of the full cavity, which
limited the used frequency range. This occurs because only long wavelengths of
SAW can be used in the case of full, solid microcavity, since penetration of SAW
into the sample is on the SAW wavelength scale. Polariton modulation is created
because polariton energy is spatially modulated along the SAW propagation di-
rection through two mechanisms. First, the quantum wells’ band gap potential
is modulated. Second, microcavity resonance energy is modulated in-phase. The
vacuum gap between DBRs could place it straight on the bottom DBR, which in
consequence would allow the use of higher frequency waves (around 2 GHz) with
applied acoustic potential where it is needed (theoretically, it has to be applied to
QWs and not to DBRs). This allows investigation of the BEC and work towards
a single photon emitter.
Because of polariton wire formation, long coherence is lost, but in presence of
a high condensate density, coherence is restored again. Coherence can be var-
ied by a change of SAW power. This is explained by the change in tunnelling
between two close wires, which leads to a separate phase change. The phase
does not depend on the excitation laser phase [71], which shows spontaneous
U(1) symmetry breaking [72] when condensation appears. Coherence reduction
in the direction perpendicular to the SAW travel direction comes from 1D po-
lariton phase-fluctuation phenomena [60][73]. Coherence can be increased by the
increased excitation power (which increases coherence in x and y directions) as
increasing polariton-polariton interaction blueshifts energy and finally overcomes
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the confinement energy (more pronounced at low SAW powers).
1.6 Polariton Blockade in a Single 3D Cavity
and in Coupled Cavities
At the moment, the main reason behind the need for a single photon source
is quantum information science. It has been shown that using this type of light,
compared to classical light, will allow a better performance of some type of calcu-
lations. Another use is a guaranteed, unconditional security in communication.
This requires information encoding using quantum states such as momentum and
polarization.
Single photon sources are important because they emit photons one by one,
with equal gaps between them, whereas thermal or chaotic light sources tend to
have greater joint photon detection. Light coming from single photon source is
called antibunched.
A single photon source device could be developed using an open microcavity
device with embedded QWs, where polaritons are formed. This device could
be an improvement to the quantum dots (QDs), which are used in the current
technology as well as nitrogen vacancy centres in diamonds ([74]), single molecules
([75]), and so on. The emission wavelength of QDs cannot be predicted because
of the method of their growth and the three dimensional confinement, whereas it
should be possible to prepare arrays of 0D microcavities with QWs as an active
media, where polaritons emit at the same energy.
One possible way to achieve antibunched light is to use a polariton blockade, a
nonlinear optical process appearing because of the nonlinear polariton-polariton
interactions that do not allow a second polariton to get into the cavity. This can
be explained by a simple example of the single cavity mode characterised by an
optical nonlinearity (U) and cavity linewidth γ. U > γ is a required condition
in this situation. Optical nonlinearity means that injection of the single photon
into the cavity moves the mode energy by U amount.
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The polariton blockade process can be explained as follows: If resonant exci-
tation is used, after the first photon gets into the cavity, mode energy is moved
out of the resonance with the laser and a second photon cannot be injected. The
result is only one photon in the cavity, permitting the creation of a single photon
source. This effect strongly relies on the strength of the polariton-polariton in-
teraction. One way to achieve the required nonlinearity is by using a very small
quantum box with parameters of 200nm. It is impossible to achieve such sizes
at present. In microcavities, nonlinearity is high, but the energy shift is small
because polariton interaction is still too small for this effect to appear [36].
Coupled cavities are a way to get a single photon source using the polariton
blockade process, because of the appearing quantum interference effect, which
is not observed in single cavities. This method should also create anti-bunching
even with a weak Kerr nonlinearity (U << γ) in 0D photonic cavities [36][76][77],
which would prevent second photon from entering the system at resonant injection
[52], as the resonant frequency is shifted by more than a linewidth (it is usually
believed that strong nonlinearity is required and that polaritons have inherited
this from excitons). This was analytically shown to be possible by [76], because
of the destructive quantum interference effect appearing between two coupled
microcavities. This paper predicts that the optimal nonlinearity is Uopt ' 2
3
√
3 γ
3
J2
(in which γ is the mode broadening and J is the intermode tunnel coupling
energy).
Another way of achieving a polariton blockade is by using SAW waves. A
condensate is a state of matter in which the lowest energy state is occupied by
all atoms (Fig. 1.11). A simpler explanation is that the bottom of the present
potential is occupied by the atoms. In case the frequency of the acoustic wave
is sufficiently big, the potential becomes small enough that every single potential
minimum could be occupied by only one atom. To achieve it, BEC particles
have to overcome the phase transition between superfluidity and a Mott-insulator
(the transition requires external potential-SAW). This can happen in a polariton
system, because polaritons are bosonic particles, which have repulsive interactions
between each other due to excitonic wavefunction. This transition depends on
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the ratio between polariton-polariton interaction energy (U) and tunnel coupling
energy (J).
The mentioned ratio is changed by altering the SAW amplitude [78][79]. Deeper
potential leads to weaker tunnelling, and in the case of U being bigger than J,
the system becomes a Mott insulator, because polaritons will not be able to
tunnel to a neighbour wire. This will lead to wire occupation with an average
of one polariton, and coherence is totally lost. This is a reason why to have a
lot of shallow potentials requires a very high frequency. This SAW would move
polaritons at the acoustic speed (vsaw = 3 · 103m/s, which was proved by a phase
change rate using classical second order intensity autocorrelation measurement)
to the boundary of the sample, where it would emit photons independently of
each other. Because of the potential minimum containing single atom, only one
photon would be emitted every time. This should be possible because of high
nonlinearity and narrow polariton linewidth.
A similar experiment was published by [80], but the frequency was not high
enough. The SAW method is very promising, because a slowly propagating wave
does not heat excitons and allows manipulation of cold exciton gases [69]. Long-
range exciton transportation has already been demonstrated [69]. It was also
shown that transportation efficiency increases with gate voltage < −6V applied
perpendicular to the SAW plane [69]. SAW changes not only refractive index of
the spacer level, but also its thickness [81].
To achieve a polariton blockade, polariton linewidths of 50µeV are required,
which mostly depends on the sample quality. The expected polariton linewidth
is found using the equation: γpol =
γex+γph
2
, but in reality, smaller linewidths are
measured because of an effect called motional narrowing.
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1.7 Open-Access Microcavity - A New Method
for Strong Lateral Confinement of Polari-
tons
1.7.0.1 Open Microcavities
Open semiconductor microcavities operate on the same principles as simple semi-
conductor microcavities. The single difference is that in the open microcavity the
light passes through free space, whereas in general microcavities it would pass
a layer of semiconductor. Consequently, the gap between DBR mirrors can be
changed freely, and full control of photonic modes is achieved. This difference
also allows the use of dielectric mirrors, which have better reflectivity and less
penetration by light. Because of the dielectric mirrors and high semiconductor
relative permittivity, it had been demonstrated that over 80% of vacuum energy
is concentrated in the semiconductor, around 10% in dielectric and 5% in the air
gap [18]. In full microcavities, dielectric DBRs are not used because of lattice
mismatch. A good example of open cavity usages are optical sensor fields and
lasers [15].
Some of the possible opec-microcavity mirror forms are given in Fig. 1.16.
Curved mirrors are fabricated using a focused ion beam ([19]), and DBR mirrors
are grown on top. This feature allows the confinement of light not only in the z-
dimension, but also in the other two spatial directions, which cannot be confined
by the microcavity itself, and so the system becomes zero-dimensional. This
makes the cavity modes discrete and splits them into longitudinal and transverse
modes, because the difference between the k vectors is bigger than the polariton
linewidth [14]. This new shape directs light into a smaller space and also allows
very small mode volumes of λ3 order, a change which creates a higher density of
light power. The main challenge of open microcavities comes from the surface
roughness of the created spherical mirrors; if not for this problem, the finesse
would exceed the finesse of macroscopic cavities of over 1 million [82].
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Figure 1.16: Open-cavity mirrors can have different forms. This figure shows
couple examples of them. a) concentric (spherical) b) plane parallel c) concave-
convex d) hemispherical e) confocal
Because of the circular shape of mirrors used to confine light (they are also
less sensitive to alignment, compared to the planar-planar cavity), the modes
are Gauss-Laguerre modes with axial symmetry. Curved mirrors have another
advantage compared to plane mirrors, their finesse is bigger by almost 100 times
[18]. A Q-factor of 35000 was achieved in a recent open-cavity system at L = 9µm
(cavity length) with RoC = 19µm and 16µm (Radius of Curvature) [83]. Figure
1.17 shows that at first, the quality factor increases with greater cavity lengths,
because the time photon spends in the microcavity becomes longer. However,
the quality factor peaks when the light scattering of the surface becomes more
important. This happens for two reasons. First, because increasing cavity length
expands the area, the light covers the concave mirror, which in turn increases
light scattering and losses. Second, the stability criterion for the photon mode
L < Rc (where Rc is curvature radius of the concave mirror) is approached, so
the losses of the cavity mode become greater. The use of separate DBR mirrors
in open microcavities allows changes in the separation between mirrors, and this
makes it possible to tune the cavity mode to any desirable wavelength, whereas
it was fixed for all previously mentioned cavities.
An open microcavity solves the most important disadvantage of full microcavi-
ties - it’s tunability. This allows to perform more different experiments using the
same device. An open microcavity allows the researcher to observe photon and
exciton energy level anticrossing (to know if the sample is actually in the strong
coupling regime), easily set the mode at the resonance of the emitter, investigate
the sample at the same spot (the microcavity composition stays the same) or to
investigate different detunings with only one cooldown of the system. Changing
the cavity length also changes the polariton lifetime and relaxation kinetics, as
depending on the detuning, the lower polariton branch deepness and steepness
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Figure 1.17: Polariton Q-factor dependence on cavity length for concave mir-
rors with different Radii of Curvature. The Q-factor increases at first, while it is
mostly influenced by photonic lifetime, but starts to decrease when effect of the
surface becomes stronger [83].
change. Increasing the cavity length causes the photon to spend more time in
the cavity and the quality factor therefore increases (it shows the capability of
confining light), but this comes with at the cost of reduced photon and exciton
coupling, which is expressed: g ∝ 1√
L+LDBR
(where g is coupling strength, L -
cavity length, LDBR - penetration into the mirrors).
An open cavity also allows the use of higher-frequency SAW waves, because
IDTs can be placed directly on the bottom mirror. This requires smaller penetra-
tion, which depends on the SAW wavelength, to achieve desired effects. Hence,
lower-wavelength SAW waves can be used. This method also reduces SAW’s ef-
fect on the DBR mirrors and concentrates it in the active region for better results
with smaller losses.
Quantification and detection of chemical species in microfluids is one of the
most promising uses of the open-cavity device. [84]. Microfluids are fluids with
a volume in the range of 10−9 to 10−18 litres. Such a device would be very useful
in fields like biology, which involves a lot of very expensive reagents. Another
advantage of the open-cavity system is efficient and quick work. 1cm path length
cuvettes are dominating in the usual vis/UV spectroscopy devices, however in an
open-cavity, 10 to 100 micrometres range would be possible. The multiple passes
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Figure 1.18: There are different ways to place liquid samples into an open
cavity. Some possibilities are shown in this figure.
of the light through the sample (Fig. 1.18) is the secret behind the promising
success of open cavities, which greatly enhances sensitivity to the concentration
of the molecules in the sample, compared to single-pass methods, and boosts path
length. This was already achieved in gasses (1988) and liquids (2002).
1.7.0.2 Laguerre-Gaussian Modes
The small radius of curvature mirrors on open cavity samples are made on a
planar substrate using FIB milling [85]). The condition of Lphys < RoC has to be
met to get stable modes in the cavity [86]. These circular concave mirror features
create a circular symmetric beam profile, which can be described the best with
the Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) modal decomposition.
The Eq. 1.24 is used to describe Laguerre–Gaussian mode profiles. Eq. 1.24 is
presented in the cylindrical coordinate basis with l - the azimuthal index (rep-
resenting the beam’s angular momentum with possible positive, zero or negative
values) and p - the radial index (can be zero or positive). The LG transverse
modes are degenerate, if they satisfy |2l + p| equation. All the transverse modes
have an orbital angular momentum, which has a phase rotation of 2pil, if l > 0,
giving phase vortices.
Elp(r, φ, z) = e
ilφ
(
r
√
2
ω(z)2
)|l|
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ω0
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ω(z)2 e
−tan−1( z
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Figure 1.19: Beam profiles of 9 Laguerre–Gaussian modes labeled as LGpl.
This type modes were observed in open cavity system. Taken from [87].
Here Llp is the generalised Laguerre polynomial, A is a normalization constant,
ω(z)-beam width at distance z.
1.7.0.3 Coupled Cavities
Improved concave mirror fabrication methods lead to the possible creation of
photonic molecules where microcavities couple to each other electromagnetically.
It can be directly compared to organic molecules, as similar bonding-antibonding
modes are created. For example, it is possible to fabricate two concave mirrors
so close to each other (or mostly overlapping, with the centre-to-centre distance
being smaller than the double radius of the mirrors and resembling the shape of a
peanut) that they couple and modes hybridise into bonding-antibonding modes,
the energy structure of which is similar to a diatomic molecule like H2. Current
technology already allows the manufacture of even more astonishing structures
like concave-mirror lattices or zig-zag chains. It is planned to investigate such
structures for new effects and physics in the future.
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Figure 1.20: On the left, there is a schematic drawing of coupled mirrors’
energy levels. The image of the used coupled concave mirror shows its peanut
shape at the centre. The spectral image on the right shows the energy state of a
coupled mirror longitudinal mode splitting into bonding and anti-bonding modes.
Just like in molecules, in coupled mirrors there cannot be two degenerate en-
ergy levels, so they split in energy. The lowest is the bonding state, and the
highest is the anti-bonding state. Because of repulsive force, its potential in-
creases, which is called mode hybridization (Fig. 1.20). In the figure, two lowest-
energy bonding-antibonding modes are visible, but higher-mode splitting was
also achieved. Splitting between them depends on the degree of coupling be-
tween micropillars or concave mirrors. Coupling in coupled mirrors depends on
centre-to-centre distance; the smaller the distance, the bigger the coupling. Cou-
pled mirrors, just like coupled excitons and photons, show anti-crossing. Without
coupling, one mode would go from high energy to low energy, another mode would
go from low energy to high energy and at one point, both modes would have the
same energy.
A very similar experiment to the two joined concave mirrors was performed
using two identical coupled pillar microcavities. In this case, coupling was shown
through a splitting of the modes [88]. Some properties were noticed: the energy
of the lowest energy state increased with a decreasing diameter of the isolated
micropillar, and mode splitting increased with a decreasing distance between
pillars. When pillars were coupled strongly (coupling depends on how much the
pillars overlap), the anti-node appeared to be in the centre between the pillars;
when the pillars were coupled weakly, two anti-node regions were visible in the
centres of pillars. The problem is that to observe antibunching in such a system
requires a fast, single-photon detector, because of the quantum interference effect,
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which disappears with small changes in system parameters [76].
1.8 Motional Narrowing
Motional narrowing is an effect when a spectral line in a disordered system
is decreased by some averaging process or in other words, mode linewidth being
narrower than expected from calculations. A good example is a polariton linewith
being narrower than the expected linewidth, which is expected by knowing photon
and exciton linewidths (linewidths of particles composing polariton). It is more
noticeable in 1D than in 2D samples [89]. This appears to be the case because of
decreased mass (a polariton is lighter than an exciton), because classical motion
becomes more quantum mechanical and because spatial averaging over the smaller
disorder potential appears (caused by interface roughness, alloy fluctuations and
other factors) [33].
The motional narrowing effect is stronger for LPB compared to UPB in the
strong coupling regime. This happens, because UPB experiences a lot of scat-
tering events between the two mentioned branches and it accounts for additional
broadening. This explains the observation that the linewidth of the lower polari-
ton branch is smaller than the upper polariton branch. Most of the polaritons
relax from upper polariton into lower polariton, and so the upper polariton is
dimmer. This effect is more pronounced in 2D than in 1D cases, because fluc-
tuations are larger in an equivalent size of 2D sample [42]. The upper polariton
linewidth is also wider because polaritons are scattered into higher k exciton states
[42]. A simulation of an oscillator model predicts equal lower- and upper-branch
linewidths for infinite exciton mass. With increasing mass, separation becomes
visible [42]. In the first place, the lower polariton branch is wide because of in-
homogeneous broadening, structural QW disorder, which appears because of In
alloy-fluctuations or difference in QW thickness. This inhomogeneous broadening
is around 10 times larger than homogeneous broadening (appearing because of
exciton spontaneous recombination or dephasing) [31]. One of the ways to reduce
linewidth is to reduce QW roughness. All the transverse modes couple to the QW
exciton with the same strength, because of weak coupling strength dependence
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on in-plane exciton momentum [90].
1.9 Sample Structure and Growth
It is important to discuss sample structure and growth. Couple different sam-
ples were used to get results used in this thesis, but only the growth and structure
of SiN/SiO2 top mirror with concave features and Al0.1GaAs/AlAs bottom mir-
ror with a single GaAs/Al0.1GaAs quantum well (MQW) will be discussed as
other samples were fabricated using same techniques with only couple things
being different, for example the number of QWs, DBR materials, etc.
Despite better reflectivity using dielectric materials, bottom DBR is grown
using semiconductors, to reduce the mismatch between lattice constants between
QW and DBR, and so improving Q-factor of polaritons. The QW was designed
to be located at the optical field antinode, the highest electric density. A design
simulation example can be seen in Fig. 1.21. Materials of alternating DBR layers
are also chosen to have the biggest difference in refractive indexes (giving best
reflactivity) with the smallest difference in lattice constants (giving best sample
quality).
Bottom sample is grown using a Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) technique.
The process starts by heating up very pure elements, which should be deposited
in the layers, placed in separate cells. This material slowly evaporates and con-
denses on the sample heated to around (500 − 600◦C) creating ultra-thin layers
by growing one atomic layer at a time. To increase purity of the grown sample,
MBE requires high or ultra-high vacuum.
The top sample fabrication starts with a milling of a concave feature milling
on a substrate, usually SiO2, using a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique as this
process allowed to achieve the highest Q-factors at the moment. Gallium ion
(Ga+) beam can be focused to as little as 7 nm diameter giving < 0.7 rms surface
roughness of the concave mirror, milled by changing dwell time depending on
the beam position. The next step is to coat the concave mirror template with
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Figure 1.21: Electric density simulation for a 10nm GaAs QW in a 1λ cavity
with 13 pairs of SiN/SiO2 top mirror and 27 pairs of Al0.1GaAs/AlAs bottom
mirror. The simulation was performed using MATLAB with an applied transfer
matrix method. The QW is a red line at the electric field antinode. The colour of
the microcavity structures corresponds to the refractive index and can be deter-
mined from the scale on the right. The black line corresponds to the electric field
density at a particular part of the microcavity, and its value can be determined
from the scale on the left.
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Figure 1.22: Investigated top mirror sample is on the left. Concave mirror
radius varies from RoC = 5.6µm (top row) to 20µm (bottom row). Schematics
of concave mirror FIB milling on the top sample and the concave feature after
it’s coating with DBR. Figure taken from [91].
dielectric DBR, in this case 13 pairs of SiN/SiO2 (Fig. 1.22). Multiple concave
mirrors were milled on one sample, which varied from 5.6µm to 20µm diameter.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Devices and
Methods
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Open-Cavity Device
In this section, the original device will be presented. Over time, it was improved
in many ways, which will be reflected in corresponding chapters. It contains two
piezo stacks made by Attocube Ltd (Fig. 2.1), which allow precise control of the
separation between the two DBR mirrors. The bottom sample is attached to 5
piezo stages: ANPx101/RES and ANPy101/RES are used to move the sample
sideways to choose different excitation places, ANPz101/RES is used to control
cavity length, and ANGp101/RES and ANGt101/RES are used to change angles
between samples to make them as parallel as possible. These piezos are marked
in the figure as X, Y, Z, P and T, respectively. The top sample is attached to 3
smaller piezo stacks: ANPz51/RES allows excitation light to be focused on the
sample, and ANPx51/RES and ANPy51/RES allow a choice of which concave
mirror structure on the top sample should be used. These piezos are marked in
the figure as Z, Y and X respectively.
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the piezo
stacks. The top stack contains three
piezo stages, which can move in x, y
and z directions. The bottom stack
contains five piezo stages, which can
move in x, y and z directions as well
as tilt around the x and y axes (T and
P piezo stacks respectively).
Figure 2.2: The piezo
stages are attached to a sup-
porting structure inside a
1.5-metre tube. This tube is
lowered inside of a 100l he-
lium dewar so that the tem-
perature could be kept at 4K
for a few weeks without refill-
ing the liquid helium.
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The whole open-cavity system is shown in the sketch (Fig. 2.3) and in pictures
(Fig. 2.4). The system has three main parts: an optical table on the dewar
(Fig. 2.4b), the dewar (Fig. 2.4a) and the optical table (Fig. 2.4c). The main
635nm laser is mounted on the optical table (Fig. 2.4 number 7) and is connected
to the fibre launcher on the small optical table (Fig. 2.4 number 1) by a factory-
made multimode fibre. The laser from the fibre launcher is directed to the centre
of the small optical table (Fig. 2.4 number 3) using 1-inch mirrors. If needed, the
laser is configured in this section (for example, changing the polarisation of an
excitation). At Fig. 2.4 number 3, a 45◦ mirror directs the laser down through
50:50 beamsplitter cube into the 1.5m long tube (Fig. 2.2, which is placed inside
of helium dewar Fig. 2.4a) and to the lens (Thorlabs NA=0.55 aspheric B-coated),
which focuses the laser on the sample (Fig. 2.1). The beamsplitter cube can be
placed into different transmittance, depending what is more important, higher
excitation power or more efficient emission collection. Part of the laser coming
out from the beam splitter is used to measure laser power.
The same NA=0.55 lens collects emitted light and sends it through the tube
back to the beam splitter, where the light is directed to a fibre bundle (Fig. 2.4
number 4) using mirrors. Fibre bundle is a 4× 4mm array of single-mode fibres,
each of which acts as a pixel and allows the transmission of the image. In case
k-space is required (when performing angular resolved spectroscopy), four 1-inch
lenses are added to keep the k-space image confocal (Fig. 2.3). Two of the lenses
go to the tube and two on the optical table, marked by a dashed blue symbols.
There is a Pellicle beamsplitter (transmission: 92%, reflectivity: 8%), which
directs a small amount of collected light to a CCD camera (Fig. 2.4 number
2). This allows the sample image to be seen and the laser to be focused on the
required concave mirror. If there is a need to modify the collected light (for
example, to choose a particular polarisation), it is done in the section between
the beamsplitter cube and the fibre bundle, because the fibre bundle destroys
light properties and leaves only its image. There is also a 700nm-long pass filter
just in front of the fibre bundle to stop reflected laser light when non-resonant
excitation is used and the sample emission is above 700nm, as it was noticed
that strong light causes a noise, which might influence measurements, in the fibre
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of an open-cavity device. BS represents the beam splitter,
M1 - thin film beam splitter, M2 - golden mirrors.
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Figure 2.4: An open-microcavity system consisting of a helium dewar (a), a
small optical table (b) and an optical table (c). The small optical table is used to
direct the laser at the sample, which is inside the helium dewar, and the emission
signal to the fibre bundle. Finally, the signal is analysed in the spectrometer on
the optical table.
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bundle at all wavelengths.
On the optical table (Fig. 2.4c), collected light is directed to the slit of the
spectrometer. Here, the image size can be changed by changing lenses in front
of the fibre bundle and spectrometer. An Acton SP2750 spectrometer was used
with a spectral resolution of 50µeV . Its focal length was 0.75m, and there was a
possibility of choosing between three gradings: 600 lines/mm, 1200 lines/mm and
1800 lines/mm. More lines disperse light more and closer peaks can be resolved,
but these advantages come at the cost of reduced peak intensity. A Pixis 256 CCD
camera is used in the spectrometer, which uses a deep thermoelectric cooling,
which reduces dark current (noise in the spectra) without using liquid nitrogen
cooling.
There are two ways to use spectrometer for imaging. First of all, it can be used
for real space imaging. In this case spectrometer’s vertical slit is fully opened,
the light is directed straight to spectrometer’s CCD camera and the image is
recorded. The second way is required to image incoming light spectra. This time
spectrometer’s vertical slit is closed to be in the range of 20 − 100µm in order
to select only a narrow slice of the image. Then the selected slice is directed to
reach the grating which disperses light horizontally according to the energy it was
composed from. The result finally reaches the spectrometer’s CCD camera and
the according spectra of the selected slice of the image is recorded.
There is also a negative side of using open microcavities. The most significant
disadvantage is the stability problem, mirrors oscillate independently, because
they are not connected to each other by a semiconductor layer. To reduce the
stability issue, the original system was placed on the top of a specially built cradle
system to cut off frequencies coming through the ground. Everything was covered
with a sound-isolating foam box, which decreases vibrations coming through the
air and reduces the influence of air flow. Incoming cables were also attached to a
sturdy pole, which itself was attached to the optical table with the spectrometer
on top, and left a bit loose, to damp the oscillations coming through the wires.
One more way of stabilising the system was the attachment of a piece of steel
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to the end of the tube (Fig. 2.2), which prevented the tube from swinging and
reduced oscillations relative to the helium dewar. Some copper wool was added
between the bottom piezo stack and the wall of the tube, to reduce the lateral
movement of the bottom piezo stack. It is also not easy to bring open-microcavity
DBRs very close together as deflection from the parallel alignment by a small
angle causes the DBRs to contact somewhere, and even the smallest particles
do not allow them to stay parallel. Not perfect positioning of the mirrors also
reduces efficiency, because trapped waves move slightly to the sides of the DBR
mirrors [17]. An open-cavity system can be seen in Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2.
Cavity modes are standing waves in the cavity, formed from the travelling
and reflected waves. To understand cavity modes, it is important to know the
difference between cavity length L and effective cavity length Leff . The cav-
ity length is described as the distance between the mirrors, while the effective
cavity length also accounts for penetration into the DBRs and the QW region
(Leff = L+LDBR1 +LDBR2 +LQW . In case of a hemispherical-type open cavity,
the effective cavity length must be smaller than the radius of the curve (RoC) of
the mirror in order to get stable cavity modes: Leff < RoC ([87]). The reflec-
tivity spectra of the cavity reveals that the cavity modes are equally spaced in
frequency. This can be observed using a white light source Fig. 2.5. The dips
in the reflectivity are attributed to different longitudinal and transverse modes,
in case of 20µm cavity length. The decreasing cavity length increases the sep-
aration between the mode. This trend continues down to only one longitudinal
cavity mode visible at 2µm cavity length. The cavity length equation (Eq. 2.1),
which allows the estimation of effective cavity length by knowing the frequency
difference (∆ν) between two longitudinal modes, shows the mentioned trend. In
summary the shorter cavity lengths lead to the bigger difference in frequency
between peaks or the free spectral range. Longitudinal modes are followed by
evenly spaced transverse modes, which appear because the mirrors are not per-
fectly parallel and the modes are drifting to sides.
Leff =
c
2∆ν
(2.1)
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Figure 2.5: Intensity of the light reflected from the sample versus wavelength for
different length cavities (2µm, 19.8µm and 10.6µm) showing a changing number
of cavity modes, which decreases with decreasing cavity length.
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The beam waist size on the top mirror in an open cavity depends on the cavity
length and the mirror radius as shown: w0 = (
λL
pi
)1/2( R
Leff
− 1)−1/4, where R is
the top mirror curvature, L - mirror separation, Leff - effective cavity length.
The cavity volume can be found from: V =
piw20Leff
4
. Volume in an open cavity
is bigger than in a full cavity, because of the concave feature, but the higher Q
is more important when studying quantum electrodynamic (QED) effects [16].
Mode area, when the radius of curvature is much bigger than the cavity length
is much smaller (L << R), is A = (LR)
1
2 0
2
. The actual radius of curvature can
be determined from the equation: ∆L = λ
2pi
∆(n + p)( L
r1
)
1
2 , where n and p are
Hermite mode indices [92].
2.3 White Light and Resonant Laser Reflectiv-
ity Technique
This section will describe the technique used to get concave mirror modes using
white light reflectivity and a resonant laser in a reflectivity configuration. It is
very difficult to get modes in resonant laser reflectivity immediately, because of
the level of the alignment required. This is why an intermediate step of white
light reflectivity was introduced as it is easier to get resonant laser modes after
they were observed in white light reflectivity.
First, the system is aligned to get a nice longitudinal mode, which is placed
just above the resonant laser wavelength, using a non-resonant laser. Then the
non-resonant laser in the fibre coupler is replaced with white light coming from a
single-mode fibre. Single-mode fibre was chosen to create a better match between
the white light and the concave cavity mode. If the white light or the resonant
laser is bigger or not the same shape as the cavity mode, then more light will be
reflected and less will actually get into the cavity, which will make the reflectivity
dip very small. The white light spot is placed on the concave mirror, and the lens
in the fibre coupler is adjusted in all three dimensions to give the best mode dip.
Then the end of the single-mode fibre, which is placed in the white light source, is
taken to the fibre coupler, which couples the resonant laser to a single-mode fibre.
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The same fibre is used, and its end in the fibre coupler on the optical table is not
moved. This is done because different fibres focus on slightly different places on
the sample, and the alignment would be lost.
The bottom sample is fine-tuned to get the resonant laser mode in reflectivity.
This is done by increasing the voltage on the z-stage in very small steps and taking
the spectra. Then the resonant laser peak is plotted against the voltage, where a
sharp decrease in reflectivity intensity means a concave mirror mode. This mode
was observed using both white light and resonant laser for 20µm, 12µm and 7µm
diameter mirrors.
The experiment was repeated for coupled cavity modes. It was proved that
it is possible to choose which mode to excite, either bonding or anti-bonding.
This requires a small laser spot. To excite the bonding mode, the focused laser
is placed in between two coupled concave mirrors to match the bonding mode
position. All attempts to get the anti-bonding mode with a focused resonant
laser failed, but it was achieved (Fig. 2.6b) by placing a very unfocussed circular
ring-shaped excitation spot from the resonant laser on one of the coupled mirrors
(Fig. 2.6a). The reflectivity was observed for different coupling strength coupled
mirrors. During some experiments, the dip reached 20% deep, and for small
mirrors, it was asymmetric for unknown reasons.
2.4 Cross-Polarisation of the Laser
A polariton blockade requires a resonant excitation of polaritons. This in-
troduces difficulties using a reflectivity configuration of the open-cavity device,
because most of the laser power is always reflected from the sample, and this
signal overcomes the emission signal. Transmission setup would not have such
a problem as the laser light is blocked by the sample and the emission is col-
lected from another side. In reflectivity mode, spatial filtering could be used if
the emission does not occur in the same place as the excitation, but this is not
the case in the current sample. A non-resonant laser could be spectrally filtered
using special long pass filters, as their wavelength is far lower than the emission
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Figure 2.6: Left - real space image of sample’s reflectivity signal in relative
units with color representing it’s intensity, right - intensity of the reflected light
versus voltage/relative cavity length. A coupled concave mirror excitation using
an unfocussed resonant laser in the left image (mirror circled with red). Another
coupled mirror is just below the circle. A mode dip in reflectivity representing
the anti-bonding mode (at around 1V) in the right image. The bonding mode is
not seen.
wavelength. Unfortunately, a polariton blockade requires excitation using a res-
onant laser that is at the wavelength of the emission. One more option is to use
the cross-polarisation technique. This technique is derived from the knowledge
that reflected light retains its previous polarisation, whereas emitted light from
QWs is unpolarised.
Experiments were performed using a single InGaAs QW on the bottom semi-
conductor DBR and 825nm stopband dielectric concave mirrors of various diam-
eters on the top DBR. Two linear polarisers were also introduced in the system,
one in the excitation light path and one in the collection light path. This ensures
that the excitation laser is attenuated as much as possible in the collection path.
Also, a λ/4 waveplate was introduced into the system as can be seen in the new
system configuration shown in Fig. 2.7.
Firstly, cross-polarisation was tested on a flat semiconductor mirror. The cross-
polarisation steps were as follows. First, the linear polariser was set at the angle
that would give the most laser light. Then another linear polariser was placed
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Figure 2.7: Scheme of the light path in a cross-polarisation setup. Two linear
polarisers and a λ4 waveplate were introduced on the optical table to reduce the
resonant laser reflection.
after the beam splitter at the angle to pass the smallest amount of reflected light.
A λ
4
waveplate was used to fix a slight ellipticity of the light, appearing after it
passes several lenses and a beam splitter, and convert it to a linearly polarised
form, so that the laser could be successfully blocked. The waveplate is again
turned to pass the lowest amount of light. The last step is to further optimise
the second linear polariser and the λ
4
waveplate to get the lowest amount of light
possible.
This method allows an extinction ratio of 6 · 10−5; in other words, it reduces
the laser power by almost 17000 times. This number is identified by comparing
the total signal strength before and after attenuation as can be seen in images
(Fig. 2.8). It can be seen that cross-polarisation does not block the whole laser
spot. This happens because scattering slightly changes polarisation; thus, not
everything is blocked by the second polariser, and the pattern of weaker and
stronger laser reflections is formed. This pattern is not constant and changes with
the λ
4
waveplate’s rotation. Later measurements showed that such an extinction
ratio was not enough to reduce the laser reflectivity.
The cross-polarisation extinction ratio can be further improved by spatially
selecting only a dark area marked by a red circle (Fig. 2.8). This spatial selection
is done horizontally, by closing the slit on the spectrometer, and vertically, by
choosing an appropriate region of interest on the spectra using WinSpec software.
This significantly improves the extinction ratio, but it is harder to quantify the
final result as an increase in laser power was required to observe the signal. It
is important to note that this method reduces reflected laser power in the area
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Figure 2.8: A laser spot before cross-polarisation (on the left) and the laser
spot after cross-polarisation (on the right). A visible pattern appears because
of slightly changed polarization during reflection. The red circle marks the area
measured using spatial filtering.
covered by only a few pixels.
Next, cross-polarisation was tested on a 16µm-diameter concave mirror. First,
a non-resonant laser was used to adjust the longitudinal mode to slightly higher
than the wavelength of a resonant laser, 840.2nm (Fig. 2.9). Second, the linear
polariser was already present in the system. Then the excitation focus and the
excitation position on the mirror were optimised using the technique described
previously in the thesis to get the best longitudinal mode signal. This was followed
by a white light reflectivity (Fig. 2.10) and a resonant laser voltage scan to make
sure that the mode was still there and that it was observable in reflectivity mode.
In this case, a small dip is visible where the mode is. The next step is to mark
where the laser spot centre is (Fig. 2.11 Left), introduce a second linear polariser
and λ
4
waveplate and reduce intensity to the minimum by rotating them. This will
give a pattern instead of a nice spot (Fig. 2.11 Right). The following step is to
spatially choose a few dark pixels where the laser spot was (by closing the slit and
choosing an appropriate region of interest in the spectra). Further optimisation
is required to reduce intensity counts as much as possible by rotating the second
linear polariser and λ
4
waveplate. After optimisation, the system is ready for a
cross-polarised laser voltage scan.
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Figure 2.9: Longitudinal mode
placed just above the wavelength
of a resonant laser (840.2nm), us-
ing a non-resonant laser.
Figure 2.10: Longitudinal mode
placed just above the wavelength
of a resonant laser (840.2nm)
and observed using a white light
source.
Figure 2.11: The signal of a resonant laser on a concave mirror before (left)
and after (right) cross-polarisation. It will be further optimised to reduce the
intensity in the position of the marker. Then a few pixels in this spot will be
spatially filtered.
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Figure 2.12: Reflected signal
intensity versus voltage/relative
cavity length. Longitudinal
mode in a reflectivity scan us-
ing a resonant laser before cross-
polarisation. The observed split
mode is weak.
Figure 2.13: Sample emission
intensity versus voltage/relative
cavity length. A reflectivity
spectra scan observing the emis-
sion of longitudinal mode, af-
ter cross-polarisation using a res-
onant laser, 3 times over back-
ground signal.
Using a 16µm-diameter concave mirror, the occurring mode peak is very clear
and overwhelms the background of reflected laser light by 3 times (Fig. 2.13). The
peak is observed because the light emitted from the cavity is stronger than the
laser reflected from the sample. The same cross-polarisation and optimisation
steps were repeated to find the longitudinal mode signal using 6µm and 6µm
coupled concave mirrors. Surprisingly, a 6µm concave mirror shows an even
stronger longitudinal mode, and the coupled cavity signal is around 30 times
stronger than the background (Fig. 2.14). This allows not only the bonding and
anti-bonding modes to become visible, but also the first transverse mode, which
is much weaker. The explanation could be that smaller concave mirrors have a
higher power density.
This is required to achieve a polariton blockade in coupled concave microcavi-
ties as the laser can be suppressed enough to see the emission. More importantly,
the signal is very intense, using a coupled concave cavity, and even stronger com-
pared to a single concave cavity. Both the longitudinal and first transverse modes
can be observed.
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Figure 2.14: Sample emission intensity versus voltage/relative cavity length.
Longitudinal mode, in a cross-polarised laser scan, using a 6µm concave mirror
(left) and a 6µm coupled concave mirror (right). Coupled concave mirrors provide
a stronger signal than a single concave mirror. A trace of a transverse mode is
observed using a coupled mirror.
In conclusion, a good laser extinction ratio is observed when combining laser
cross-polarisation with a spatial filtering. This allows the viewing of the longitu-
dinal mode 3 times stronger than the background in concave mirrors and almost
30 times stronger using coupled concave mirrors. The resonant excitation is very
efficient as a 103nW power resonant laser was used during cross-polarisation mea-
surements, but it was still strong enough to give signal strength counts of tens
of thousands. The current setup is ready to be used for G2 measurements in
order to observe possible antibunching arising using a coupled concave cavity as
described in [76].
2.5 Improved Design
The open-cavity design was improved to allow the collection of light to be
transmitted through the sample. Samples were moved from a horizontal to a
vertical position as can be seen in Fig. 2.15. This creates enough space to in-
troduce 2 mirrors, which direct light to and from the sample. Two 15mm focal
length and 5mm-diameter lenses were placed just above mirrors to concentrate
light onto the sample. The top sample was made to be stationary to reduce
the number of piezos required to form a cavity, in order to increase the sys-
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tem stability. The bottom sample was placed on 5 Attocube Ltd closed loop
nanopositioners: the x and y directions were controlled by ANPx101/RES, the
z direction by ANPz101/RES, tilt by a goniometer stage ANGp101/RES and a
rotational stage ANR101/RES. Three piezos were used to allow excitation light
to be focused on a chosen concave mirror. These stages include ANPx51/RES
for xy-direction control and ANPz51/RES for the z direction. A collection lens
was also attached to an ANPz51/RES piezo for a z-direction control, allowing
focusing. Because of the resistive readout used in these piezo stages, the readout
accuracy is ±200µm. Ranges of movement vary 3mm and 5mm for ANP51 and
ANP101 respectively, and 360◦ and 6.6◦ for ANR101 and ANGt nanoposition-
ers respectively. Fine-tuning of the piezo stages (sub-nm range) is achieved by
applying a 0-70V DC voltage. Housing was again made from titanium in order
to abolish mechanical vibrations. Figure 2.15 shows a sketch of the setup, and
figure 2.16 shows images of the already working system.
It was noticed that the new configuration is less stable, because the swinging
of piezo stacks corresponds to a greater displacement (around 2nm) of cavity
length, compared to the previous setup, in which samples were horizontal. One
attempt to reduce swinging involved by placing copper wool between the housing
and the piezo stacks, but the lower piezo pushing power or the increased rigidity
of copper wool at a temperature of 4K required another solution. In another
attempt, copper wool was placed on the sample holder, which would make the
piezo stack and the housing touch, and so would not allow the stack to swing.
This showed a small improvement, so another method of simply touching two
samples was used for most of the measurements. It limits the cavity length,
which can be reached, but the cavity mode is still freely tuneable. The current
Q-factor was measured in this configuration.
The advantage of the current design is an easy switch between reflectivity and
transmission configurations. This happens because reflectivity and transmission
signals travel in parallel and very close to one another. This allows both signals
to pass all the optics (mostly 1-inch lenses and mirrors), and a slight move of the
mirror in front of the fibre bundle switches between reflectivity and transmission
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Figure 2.15: Sketch of the transmission setup cross-section in three directions.
Black colouring shows titanium housing, green is the bottom piezo stack, red -
lens piezos, yellow - sample holders, grey - mirrors, blue - lenses.
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Figure 2.16: Images of an open-cavity insert inside a bath cryostat. a) Full
image showing two nanopositioner stacks. b) Sample area with two piezo stacks
controlling excitation and collection lenses placed in tubes. c) Sample area with
mirrors, the top sample and a piezo stack (another piezo stack and the bottom
sample are removed).
signals.
2.6 New Transmission Cryostat Design
A new transmission bath cryostat design was proposed to reduce the complexity
of the alignment in the current open-cavity setup and to improve experimental
capabilities. The sample area will be less compact and with easier optical access.
More space in the sample area allows using more piezo stages, which are required
for transmission setup. The new cryostat will also allow the spectrometer and the
sample to be on the same optical table as well as ease alignment of the system.
The sketch is presented in Fig. 2.17.
The new bath cryostat consists of 4 main volumes. The first is the largest
and encloses the other 3 volumes. It is pumped out to reach high vacuum to
reduce heating from outside. Another volume is an 8-litre liquid Nitrogen vessel
that shields the helium volume from outside effects and reduces its consumption.
It was designed to be filled with liquid nitrogen every day. The third vessel
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Figure 2.17: Sketch of transmission cryostat cross-sections in the vertical axis
and the horizontal axis crossing the sample volume. It also shows the valve
configuration on the top of the cryostat. The cryostat consists of 4 volumes: the
LN2 vessel, the LHe vessel, the sample room and the outer jacket.
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is a 10-litre volume for liquid helium. This part is designed to be filled every
two days and put between liquid nitrogen and sample volumes. The volume
consumption depends on the heat load of experiments. A 1W additional heat load
will increase helium consumption to as much as 1.4l/h. In thermal equilibrium,
this boil-off rate should decrease to 0.15 l/h. The last is the sample volume,
which is connected to the helium volume by a brass plate. This plate allows heat
conduction and keeps the sample volume at a temperature of 4K. Its large size
allows the placement of three piezo stacks attached to the sample plate, which in
turn are attached to the brass plate by three sturdy, not heat-conducting, rods.
Because the sample vessel is pumped to vacuum and only a very small amount
of helium gas is let inside of the system to allow heat transfer, the sample plate
is connected by three flexible metal connections to improve heat exchange. The
sample volume also has two 1-inch diameter windows on opposite sides for easy
light access to the sample.
There are 50 thin wires inside of the cryostat connected to a 50-pin SUB-D
connector on top of the cryostat. This allows the piezo stages to be connected to
a control box. Ten piezo stages can be properly connected as every piezo stage
requires 5 pins. However, in case the heater and the thermometer will be placed
inside of the sample volume and additional stages will be needed, some piezo
stages will be connected only with 2 pins. This is possible because every piezo
stage has 2 pins for control and 3 pins for the readout. Some readout pins can
be abandoned as, for example, it is not necessary to know the position of piezos
controlling lenses.
All the piezos from the old setup are used in this system along with additional
new piezos. There are two 7.5mm focal length and NA=0.32 lenses attached to
the x, y and z piezo stages. Currently, one of the samples is fixed (it can be either
the top or bottom sample), but it is planned to upgrade the system by placing
2 piezo stages in order to control the sample in the z and y directions. The last
piezo stack consists of 5 piezos, of which two control sample angle (one rotational,
ANR101, which can rotate 360◦, and one tilt piezo) and the other three control
the stack’s position in x, y and z directions.
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Figure 2.18: Figure showing a transmission cryostat. a) Full transmission
system with all covers removed, but in place on the optical table. Two cryostat
caps are visible. b) All piezo stages mounted on the sample structure in the
cryostat’s sample volume. c) Access valves to all 4 cryostat volumes and a 50-pin
connector on top of the cryostat.
2.7 Transmission Setup Operations
All valves for accessing the four mentioned volumes are placed on the top of
the cryostat (Fig. 2.18c). The system warm up, sample change and cooling down
procedures are as follows. To warm up, the nitrogen and helium volumes should
first be emptied. They can evaporate at a normal pace, but to make sample
change faster, a thin, long funnel is inserted, which speeds up the evaporation
process. After this evaporation, the system is left to warm up by itself, as there
is no heater inside of the sample volume at the moment (though one is being
designed). There is also no thermometer showing the temperature inside, and
thus, the fairly accurate piezo capacitance is used instead. The piezo capacitance
at room temperature is around 1.3µF , and at 4K, it becomes 0.2µF .
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After warm up, the bottom part of the cryostat is unscrewed and removed.
This gives the user access to the screws attaching the radiation shielding layer,
which is also removed. The last step is to remove the sample room cap. As it is
connected straight to the helium volume’s brass plate, an indium seal is used, but
due to the design, a flexible metal seal can be used as well. A common rubber
seal cannot be used because of the low temperature, at which it would freeze
and start leaking. In our case, the indium seal becomes too badly damaged for a
second use, and so it is removed from the brass plate and the groove.
To make sample changes easier, all the piezos are placed on a small single plate,
which screws into the main plate (Fig. 2.18b). It is removed when there is a need
to change the sample. After the sample is changed, the small plate with piezos is
screwed back as well as all three cryostat caps, with the new indium seal applied
to the sample room cap.
The cooling procedure starts with vacuum pumping of the outer cryostat layer.
The better the vacuum that is achieved, the longer the helium will last. The
sample chamber is also pumped to vacuum, but a small amount of helium is let
in to act as a heat exchange gas. Then both nitrogen and helium volumes are
filled with liquid nitrogen by simple buckets and a long funnel. The helium tank
is filled with liquid nitrogen for pre-cooling and then is blown out after the system
settles down. Then it is filled with liquid helium using a specially made transfer
line. The system is able to reach a temperature of 4K. Finally, liquid helium
and nitrogen are topped up to full after the system settles down, and the helium
chamber is connected to the helium recovery line.
All the optics, except the two lenses on piezo stages, are mounted on the optical
table and aligned before cooling down. The cryostat window is above the usual
optics level, because enough space had to be left to remove the shieldings, and
so periscopes are used to lift the laser beam to the required height. Finally, after
cooling down, the bottom sample is moved to form the cavity. First, the cavity is
excited with a continuous, non-resonant red laser at 635nm. This helps to bring
mirrors close together, by moving the piezo stage attached to the bottom mirror,
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because laser interference fringes become visible at small cavity lengths and they
stop moving when samples touch.
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Chapter 3
Optical Properties of Polaritons
in Open-Access Microcavities in
the Low Density Regime
3.1 Introduction
Polariton states are characterised by Rabi splitting (dependent of the strength
of exciton-photon coupling), exciton-photon detuning, the effective mass of pho-
tonic mode, etc. Formation of various nonlinear polariton phenomena (condensa-
tion and solitons) depends on these properties. There is a lot of theory describing
change of these linear properties of the polaritons. So far most of the research has
been focused on the study of polaritons in solid microcavities with fixed cavity
length and hence fixed value of Rabi splitting and effective photon mass ([47],
[17], [93]). Mostly this accounts to being possible to tune full microcavities over
only a very small ranges. Another reason is that different cavities have to be
grown to investigate effects over big cavity length ranges. This introduces un-
avoidable differences in grown sample structure and composition. Open cavity
allows avoiding these problems, can produce results directly comparable between
different cavity lengths and give results to prove or disprove current theories. The
aim of this chapter is to investigate in details how the polariton Rabi-splitting,
polariton dispersion, coupling in coupled microcavities, etc. changes with increase
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of the separation between the mirrors from several hundred nanometers to 10’s of
micrometers. Coupled cavities’ effects are interesting because they can be used
for fabrication of lattices and study of lattice polariton phenomena in the regime
of condensation.
3.2 Rabi vs. Cavity Order
Rabi splitting is very important, as its size determines the curvature of the lower
and upper polariton branch dispersions, and it determines the exciton/photon
fractions in the polariton wavefunction at a given energy separation from the bare
exciton level. This influences the polariton relaxation processes and hence the
threshold for polariton lasing and condensation. At room temperature, the value
of Rabi splitting for stable, strong exciton-photon coupling should be bigger than
the polariton linewidth (of the order of 10-25 meV) determined by polariton-
phonon interactions. This is the reason that much work has focused on ZnO
(58meV [94]), GaN (31meV [95]) and organic semiconductors, which have the
Rabi splitting larger than broad polariton linewidths at 300K (due to interactions
with phonons) enabling the room temperature polariton lasing. Other materials
like AlGaAs and InGaAs, used in an open-cavity system, require a low temper-
ature of 4K: because of low Rabi splitting and the small exciton binding energy
(1˜0meV), the excitons get ionised at high temperatures.
A few methods exist to try to increase Rabi splitting, such as using a higher
number of QWs ([24]). On another hand, this method increases absorption; it is
harder to put all QWs on the cavity field antinodes, and the thickness of the cavity
is usually increased, which decreases Rabi splitting. The higher absorption makes
it harder to observe the upper polariton branch (UPB) and precisely determine
the Rabi energy value. The following experiment was performed to investigate
more about how the Rabi energy and the effective mass of the photon cavity mode
changes with cavity length. It is already known that the Rabi energy should
decrease with increasing cavity length, because the percentage of the electric
field density overlapping with QWs reduces as the cavity length increases ([96]).
There have been no experiments performed to investigate the Rabi change in such
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an extensive cavity-length range of over 20µm using exactly the same structure
microcavity. This is mostly because of the small tunability of full microcavities.
The order of the cavity mode was determined by counting the number of lon-
gitudinal modes passing the exciton energy when the cavity length was increased
from touching mirrors up to the desired cavity length. Going from cavity mode
order m to m+1 corresponds to the change of the cavity length by λ
2
or 385.75nm
(for 771.5nm exciton emission). The effective cavity length in resonance with the
exciton can be written as Leff = (l + 4)λX/2 + LDBR, where λX is the exciton
wavelength and LDBR is the penetration length of the optical field into the DBRs.
Here the integer l is defined as the cavity mode order of the cavity.
Previous experiments showed that the upper polariton branch has not been
observed in samples with 12 QWs due to their high absorption and efficient
relaxation ([87]). Therefore, Rabi splitting had to be estimated using curve fits.
With increasing cavity length, absorption decreases, and at the 60th cavity order,
UPB becomes clearly visible (Fig. 3.1).
An anticrossing scan of the LPB energy at k=0 vs. the cavity length proves
that system is still in the strong coupling regime (Fig. 3.2). With decreasing
cavity length, the UPB became more and more obscure, and longer exposure was
used. At the touching point, it would be impossible to determine UPB just by
looking at the spectra, but it is clear afterwards by following its change from the
long cavity length.
The Rabi change vs. the longitudinal cavity mode order was determined by
moving the top mirror, so that the energy of cavity mode moves through the ex-
citon energy. As a result of strong exciton-photon coupling, anticrossing between
the lower and upper polariton branches has been observed, which determines the
Rabi splitting size. The experimental effective cavity length range was from 2λ
to 32λ, with corresponding longitudinal orders labelled from 0 to 60. The cavity
length at the touching point was deduced by knowing that the used active region
of the cavity was designed and grown to be 2λ in the case of the parallel mirror
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Figure 3.1: Figures of polariton emission wavelength vs. emission angle with
color representing emission intensity using 12 QWs, which show polariton disper-
sions at three different cavity lengths. a) Cavity modes at 10th order (effective
cavity length is approximately 7.8µm), b) cavity modes at 35th order (effective
cavity length is approximately 27.1µm), c) cavity modes at 60th order (effective
cavity length is approximately 46.44µm). UPB (left side of the image) is clearly
visible even with the high absorption of 12 QWs, and it is possible to easily de-
termine Rabi splitting. A second LPB very negatively detuned corresponding to
a lower longitudinal order also appears for l=29 and l=51 due to the reduced free
spectral range.
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Figure 3.2: Polariton wavelength versus voltage/relative cavity length and color
representing emission intensity. This anticrossing graph shows that at great cavity
length (36th order, effective cavity length is approximately 14µm), the system is
still in the strong coupling regime. This is because exciton and cavity dispersions
(marked in the figure with thin red lines) do not cross each other, a sign of
polariton formation.
Figure 3.3: Rabi splitting size dependence on longitudinal order/relative cavity
length. Rabi splitting decreases nonlinearly from 12.3 meV at 60th order to 7
meV at 0th order. Every additional order corresponds to an additional 385.75nm
of the cavity length. Dashed line represents theoretical fitting of the Rabi splitting
as a function of Leff .
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Figure 3.4: Polariton emission intensity in emission angle-wavelength space
showing LPB curvatures at different cavity wavelength orders, but with the same
LPB bottom wavelength of 774nm. Because of the decreasing Rabi splitting,
LPB becomes steeper with increasing cavity length.
touching. Further lengths were calculated by counting the number of longitudinal
modes. As expected Rabi splitting decreases with increasing order (Fig. 3.3), it
was theoretically shown that Rabi splitting should scale as 1/
√
Leff , where Leff
is the cavity length plus the electric field penetration into the DBR mirrors ([17]).
During this experiment, Rabi decreases by 1.78 times from 12.3meV to 7meV
with the change of effective cavity length from 2λ to 32λ. The overall cavity
length change was measured to be 23µm. This relationship is nonlinear and can
be fitted with ΩRabi ∝ 1/
√
Leff . It is possible that the maximum Rabi could be
slightly higher, because it is unclear if the DBR mirrors are touching or there is
a speck of dust preventing them from touching. The Rabi is decreasing because
of decreasing overlap between QWs and the electric field energy. Changes in the
LPB curvature are direct evidence of changes in the Rabi, which can be clearly
seen from the LPB images at different orders (Fig. 3.4). LPB becomes steeper
with increasing cavity length, because the Rabi splitting is decreasing, which
leads to smaller effective polariton mass. The results are directly comparable to
one another, because all measurements were taken with the LPB bottom always
being at the same wavelength (774 nm).
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3.3 Polariton Emission Intensity vs. Different
Cavity Length
3.3.1 Data
After the Rabi vs. cavity length experiment, another experiment was carried
out to test how a change in the Rabi and the cavity length will influence the
sample emission. This led to a surprising result: the sample emission oscillated
as a function of the cavity mode order. This led to a more detailed investigation
of the effect.
The experiment’s steps were as follows. Sample emission as an angular resolved
spectra was taken at low power excitation (200µW ) using single-mode (excitation
at 734nm) and multimode fibres (excitation at 743nm) for excitation. Excitation
wavelengths were different by an accident, but it does not impact any physics
behind this experiment. Two different fibres were used: the bigger multimode
fibre core allows more power to be coupled through it, but the single-mode fibre
creates a higher power density and a smaller excitation spot. LPB was set to
be fixed at 1601.94meV energy (774nm wavelength), 5meV below exciton energy
level (1607.13meV, 771.5nm). The fixed energy allows the comparison of results
from different cavity orders. Then, to observe the total intensity of the mea-
surement, the emission intensity was integrated over k-space and plotted against
the cavity order. The graph (Fig. 4.4) shows how the intensity is oscillating and
decreasing overall with increasing cavity length. Both single-mode and multi-
mode excitation has the same tendency. The only differences are that multimode
excitation peaks at slightly higher orders and its peaks are broader.
Polariton emission intensity oscillates when the cavity mode order is changed,
with the maxima observed using single-mode excitation at orders 4, 23 and 41.
The total intensity varies from 12.4 ·106 to 5.3 ·106 at maximum points and stays
quite level at minimum points at just below 106. The total intensity decreases
2.3 times at peak values (in this section, ”peak values” refer to the orders at the
highest total intensity values). The oscillations have a period of 18.5 orders.
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Figure 3.5: Emission intensity versus cavity order/relative cavity length show-
ing integrated emission with a mode at a wavelength of 774nm with low power
excitation for single-mode and multimode fibre.
Similar behaviour is observed in the case of excitation using a multimode fibre,
but the maxima are observed at orders 6, 29 and 52. The total intensity varies
from 5.6 · 106 to 1.1 · 106 at maximum points and is around 0.4 · 106 at minimum
points (these numbers are not directly comparable to results using single-mode
fibre). This shows that the total intensity decreases by 5 times at peak values,
which is twice as large an amplitude than observed when using a single-mode fibre,
but also with maximum value almost twice as low. In this case, the oscillation
period is 23 orders.
3.3.2 Explanation
A good explanation of this effect is a destructive interference effect. Inside of
the microcavity, light reflects from the DBR mirror and interferes with the light
going in the opposite direction. If the cavity length is not the multiple of the
light wavelength, then the reflected light decreases the intensity of the standing
wave inside of the cavity, and the actual power inside is lower than expected.
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Figure 3.6: Power fraction versus cavity order/cavity length. Destructive
interference effect in an open cavity using an excitation at a wavelength of 734nm
(blue line). Depending on the cavity length, the excitation power inside the
cavity oscillates from full power to 0. During the measurement, the cavity was
optimised for maximum collection at the sample emission wavelength of 774nm.
This means that the sample was measured at cavity lengths that are multiples of
774nm wavelength. This caused the effective excitation power not to be maximum
during measurements, but at powers marked by red stars. This clearly repeats
the oscillation measured in the integrated emission measurement.
This should also directly change the cavity reflectivity as the destructive inter-
ference at the wavelength of the excitation laser would decrease the amount of the
light that penetrates inside the cavity and would increase the reflectivity at this
wavelength. This also explains the intensity maxima oscillating at different order
intervals as different wavelengths were used, which means that the destructive
interference strength is different at different cavity orders for single-mode and
multimode fibre excitations.
This is a good explanation in this case, because the excitation and emission
wavelengths are different. This means that the destructive interference appears at
the excitation wavelength, because the cavity is always set for the maxima at the
wavelength of QWs’ emission (774nm). Accordingly, the actual excitation power
in the cavity is oscillating as the excitation power wavelength gets in and out of
the phase. The observed oscillations have a period of 18.5 orders using a single-
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mode fibre excitation and 23 orders using a multimode fibre excitation. This
effect can be theoretically calculated. The excitation wavelength for the single-
mode (multimode) excitation is 734nm (743nm), and the emission wavelength
is 774nm (774nm). The wavelength difference is 40nm (31nm). The excitation
power is oscillating and so 734nm
40nm
= 18.35 (743
31
= 23.97). This agrees well with
the experimental data. The multimode fibre result, because of the fibre’s larger
radius, can give additional destructive interference effects, which would not be
covered by a simple theoretical calculation and therefore reconciling the difference
between the theoretical prediction and the measured data is different. Neverthe-
less, the MATLAB simulation was performed to prove this for the single-mode
excitation case (Fig. 3.6). Using 734nm for excitation and 774nm for emission
gives an oscillation period of 18.5 orders, which is an excellent agreement with
the theoretical prediction.
3.4 Coupled Cavities
3.4.1 Introduction
The top sample with coupled mirrors was received from the University of Ox-
ford, containing rows of coupled mirrors with different centre-to-centre distances
arranged in a 13x13 array. These distances varied from 10µm to 7µm and allowed
the investigation of the transition from uncoupled to coupled cavities. The mir-
rors can be seen in an optical microscope image in Fig. 3.8. The main parameters
of the concave mirrors are the radius of curvature of 6µm and the diameter of
4µm. The sample features were created using a focused ion beam (FIB) milling
process into a silica substrate and then coating it with 11 pairs of SiO2/T iO2
quarter wavestacks, discussed in ”Sample Structure and Growth” section in Chap-
ter 1. This sample was characterised and used to investigate the influence of the
top sample’s angle on coupled cavities’ resonance and the influence of the cav-
ity length on coupling strength. The coupling strength determines the energy
difference between bonding and antibonding states in the case when the energy
detuning between unperturbed cavity modes is zero. For these experiments, the
bottom sample with a 31 paired Al0.85GaAs/GaAs DBR, and a single In0.04GaAs
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Figure 3.7: The figure shows the modes at different sample angles. Two separate
modes are visible at large angles, which indicates that the modes do not couple
and are placed in different coupled mirrors. On the other hand, the same modes
become bonding-antibonding modes when the samples are parallel. The energy
of modes adds to the resonance, and the emission is collected from either the
mode covering the centres of both coupled mirrors or from the mode covering the
region between the concave mirrors.
QW was used.
3.4.2 Manipulation of Coupled Cavity Resonance using
Angle
An open cavity allows changes not only in the cavity length, but also in the
angle of the top sample. This enables investigation into the possibility of bringing
coupled cavities into or out of coupling by changing the resonance between the
energies of the cavities. This process is possible because by changing the angle
of the sample, one cavity length increases and another decreases (or increases by
a smaller amount, depending on where the rotation axis is), which decouples the
cavities.
The cavity-coupling dependence on sample angle measurements was measured,
and Fig. 3.7 helps to visualise the results. The energy detuning between the
cavity modes in different mirrors is greater at a large angle between the mirrors,
which corresponds to two different energy levels at different positions. With a
decreasing angle, the mode energies become similar, and a photonic molecule is
formed with bonding and antibonding modes, where the bonding mode covers
the position between the two mirrors. Splitting between modes also decreases.
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Figure 3.8: Investigated coupled mirror sample is on the left. All concave mir-
rors have RoC = 6µm, but the centre-to-centre distance varies from 10µm (bot-
tom left) to 7µm (top right). The coupled concave mirror bonding, anti-bonding
mode anti-crossing with changing angle is on the right. The anticrossing was
found to be greater for more photonic than excitonic polaritons. The separation
changes from 0.37meV to 1.08meV .
The results of this experiment can be seen in Fig. 3.8. Here the energy of
ground-state bonding-antibonding modes can be seen for different cavity angles.
0◦ represents the configuration when both mirrors are perfectly parallel. This
is shown in Fig. 3.8, where the greatest coupling is achieved when the mirrors
are parallel, and the coupling decreases with an increasing angle. The results
show that by changing the angle from −10◦ to 10◦, the energy of the cavity
resonances changes correspondingly, but never crosses. The smallest difference
between the modes shows the size of the coupling strength. The measurement
was repeated for excitonic and photonic polaritons (explained in Fig. 3.9) with
0.37meV and 1.08meV coupling strength respectively. The greater splitting in the
more photonic case can be explained by the fact that cavity coupling happens
through the photonic part. Thus, the larger the photonic part, the stronger the
coupling.
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Figure 3.9: Figure taken from [32]. Left column represents polariton energy
dependence on the in-plane wave number and right column represents Hopfield
coefficient dependence on the in-plane wave number. Row a) shows situation
at positive detuning, b) at resonance and c) at negative detuning. Excitonic
polaritons are associated with positive polariton detuning as exciton’s Hopfield
coefficient (|X(k||)|) is higher than the photon’s Hopfield coefficient (|C(k||)|) at 0
in-plane wave number, which means that properties of such polaritons are closer
to the properties of the excitons. Following the same logic photonic polaritons
are associated with negative polariton detuning.
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Figure 3.10: Sample emission intensity as a function of wavelength or energy
and piezo voltage, which increases cavity length. Anticrossing can be seen as
emission lines do not cross exciton energy at 1485 meV, showing that polaritons
can form in a coupled cavities system. Anticrossing is visible not only for the
longitudinal bonding-antibonding modes, but for other modes as well. Drop in
intensity is seen above 1485 meV, because polaritons scatter to lower energies.
3.4.3 Sample Characterisation
First, the anticrossing scan was performed to make sure that the strong coupling
regime is possible using coupled cavities. Fig. 3.10 shows clear anticrossing and
proves that polaritons can be formed in such a system. Measured Rabi splitting
is 3.5meV for 7.7µm centre-to-centre distance coupled cavities with an exciton at
1485meV.
Two other interesting parameters of coupled cavities are bonding-antibonding
(B-AB) modes splitting dependence on detuning and coupling strength depen-
dence on centre-to-centre distance between concave mirrors. The data extracted
from Fig. 3.10 allows the determination of B-AB modes splitting for changing de-
tuning. It was observed that the mode splitting decreases linearly with increasing
positive detuning (Fig. 3.11a).
The coupling strength was determined by measuring the smallest splitting be-
tween B-AB modes while tilting the angle between mirrors for many different cou-
pled cavities with centre-to-centre distances varying between 7.5µm and 7.9µm.
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Figure 3.11: a) B-AB mode splitting changes with changing detuning for a
7.7µm centre-to-centre distance between concave mirrors. It is showing a clear
decreasing trend, with increasing positive detuning. Data were extracted from the
anticrossing scan (Fig. 3.10). b) Coupling strength for various centre-to-centre
distance concave mirrors, showing a clear transition at 7.7µm.
This technique will be described and investigated more in the next subsection. A
very sharp transition between coupled and uncoupled cavities was observed when
the centre-to-centre distance is less than 7.9µm (Fig. 3.11b). Another coupling
strength threshold was clearly achieved at 7.7µm, when it increased sharply from
0.5meV to 2.4meV. This can be explained by a very small beam waist of longitu-
dinal modes. The highest measured coupling strength value reaches 2.5meV at
7.5µm centre-to-centre distance and becomes 0 at 7.9µm.
3.4.4 Coupling Strength Dependence on Cavity Length
As already mentioned in the theory section, the coupling between two concave
mirrors can be changed by milling concave mirrors at different distances between
their centres. Also, the same effect can be achieved by changing the angle between
two DBR mirrors, which does not change coupling, but changes the resonant
condition by making them resonant or out of resonance [97]. Another in situ
method has also just been published, which involves an inter-cavity coupling
strength change with a changing cavity length [98]. This effect occurs because
mode waists increase with greater cavity lengths and photonic modes overlap more
in the top DBR mirror (Fig. 3.12). Thus, non-coupling cavities begin coupling,
and the coupling strength of already coupling cavities increases. This thesis will
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Figure 3.12: Illustration shows how the mode waist increases with increasing
cavity length in an open-cavity system. This leads to increasing photonic mode
interaction, increasing coupling strength and increasing separation between po-
lariton bonding and anti-bonding modes.
cover a systematic study of this effect, which has not been done previously.
In the experiment, the bonding mode was tuned to 844nm-1469.1meV (and
then everything was repeated at 840.5nm-1475.2meV) at different cavity lengths,
when the cavity mode order changed from 0 to 9. It was not possible to measure
higher cavity mode orders, because at longer cavity lengths, the mode linewidth
becomes too great. This is caused by diffraction losses, and it becomes impossi-
ble to determine the precise positions of modes. The experiment was performed
at two different wavelengths to check how coupling strength depends on detun-
ing. It was set to be 844nm-1469.1meV to observe more photonic and 840.5nm-
1475.2meV to observe more excitonic polariton properties, which correspond to
the detuning of -14.15meV and -8.05meV respectively.
The reference coupled cavity wavelength was needed, because it was required
to have the bonding mode at the same energy. Also, the emissions from 4 cou-
pled cavities were seen and measured at the same time to increase the number of
studied cavities and minimise the risk of measuring a defective cavity. The refer-
ence cavity was measured at two wavelengths to study if there is any difference
in behaviour between excitonic and photonic polaritons with respect to changing
cavity length. The initial difference between more photonic and more excitonic
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polaritons is that more photonic polaritons have greater initial mode coupling.
The coupling strength was extracted by varying cavity angle and finding the
minimum energy difference between bonding and anti-bonding modes. This
method ensured that the detuning between both cavity modes was zero and that
the energy difference between formed B and AB modes corresponded directly to
the coupling strength.
The experimental results revealed that the coupling increases nonlinearly with
increasing cavity length and plateaus at greater cavity lengths (figure 3.13).
The same trend was noticed both for more excitonic- and more photonic-like
polaritons. We observed that the ratio between the initial and the final coupling
strengths at 0th and 9th cavity mode orders were different for all mirrors (mirrors
differ by initial coupling strength - different separation between cavities), but
stayed very similar, ranging from 1.25 to 2.92. Every coupled mirror had the same
ratio in both more excitonic and more photonic cases. All coupling strengths
flatten out at the highest cavity orders, and curves suggest that they would
not increase much more even at much greater cavity lengths. This probably
happens when the mode covers the whole concave mirror at a large separation
between the mirrors, and its size cannot increase any further. The measurements
were accurate because most of the measured mode wavelengths moved by less
than 0.8meV (Fig. 3.14). This experiment shows that coupling strength between
concave mirrors can be precisely chosen depending on the required situation.
3.5 Refractive Index Investigation and Effective
Mass
The open cavity allows easy changes in the separation between the two DBR
mirrors. This has an effect on the effective refractive index of the cavity, because
the cavity region consists of three different regions: bottom DBR, top DBR and
air space. There is a thin layer (usually the thickness is between λ and 2λ)
of semiconductors containing quantum wells on top of the bottom DBR with
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Figure 3.13: Illustration shows how the mode splitting (mode overlap) changes
with different cavity lengths for more photonic polaritons (on the left) and more
excitonic polaritons (on the right). The different curves represent different cou-
pled mirrors with different separations between cavities, and the black squares are
from the reference coupled cavity with a separation of 7.7µm. All mirrors show
a coupling increase, but at greater cavity lengths, the increase stops or slows.
Figure 3.14: Illustration shows how the wavelengths of modes change with dif-
ferent cavity lengths for more photonic polaritons (on the left) and more excitonic
polaritons (on the right). The different curves represent different coupled mirrors
with different separations between cavities, and the black squares are from the
reference coupled cavity with separation of 7.7µm. Most of the modes are quite
stable and move by less than 0.8meV.
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a constant refractive index of around 3.5. Another part of an open cavity, the
air gap, has a refractive index of 1, but the thickness changes depending on the
order and detuning. This change also influences the effective refractive index
of the whole cavity, which depends on the proportion between the thickness of
semiconductor layer and the air layer. The thicker the air layer, the lower the
effective refractive index is. With increasing cavity length only air space increases
and hence the refractive index should decrease.
The experiment was performed to measure the change in the effective refractive
index of the cavity region with changing cavity length, which was determined
in both strong and weak coupling regimes. Theoretically, the refractive index
should not depend on this effect. It was also expected that the refractive indices
of different cavity orders will not have the same values as the cavity length is
always increasing, going from negative to positive detuning and increasing cavity
orders, which should always decrease the semiconductor proportion in the cavity.
The measurements showed that this is not the case.
The experiment was performed at two different regimes: weak and strong cou-
pling, which depend on the applied laser power (21mW , below lasing threshold,
and 200µW respectively). Weak coupling was chosen as a reference, because there
should be no effect when polaritons do not form and it should have the effective
mass of the pure photon. K-space images were taken at every order from the
0th order (the 0th order represents a 2λ cavity and then increases by λ
2
for every
consecutive order) until the 8th order using planar mirrors. At the longer orders,
the signal became too weak to measure. Multiple detunings were also measured
for every order and then fitted with UPB and LPB curves (Fig. 3.15). Fitting
was done using prewritten special MATLAB code. It required entering param-
eters manually and checking if calculated curves were visually overlapping with
the curves from the spectra.
Using the MATLAB code, the refractive index was found by fitting calcu-
lated UPB and LPB (using Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2) curves on the measured spectra
(Fig. 3.15). These calculations require to know the exciton energy and Rabi
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Figure 3.15: Images represent polariton emission intensity into energy-emission
angle space. Fitting examples on k-space images from the experiment for a very
negatively detuned cavity on the left and around 0 detuned on the right. It is
harder to fit very negatively or very positively detuned cavities as either LPB or
UPB is flat, and fitting depends only on one of the branches.
splitting, which were determined in previous experiments, the photon energy and
the detuning, which were varied to fit data the best. First of all, the detuning
value was varied until it matched theoretical and experimental values of the UPB
or the LPB minima. Then having two mentioned parameters, the detuning and
exciton energy, photon energy can be calculated (Eq. 3.3). The next step is to
find the dispersion energies by applying Eq. 3.4 on previously computed photon
energy using appropriate angle range and choosing the effective refractive index
value, which would make the theoretical UPB and LPB fit the experiment data
the best.
EUPB =
EPH + EX
2
+
1
2
√
δ2 + Ω2rabi (3.1)
ELPB =
EPH + EX
2
− 1
2
√
δ2 + Ω2rabi (3.2)
Where EUPB is the upper polariton branch energy, ELPB - lower polariton
branch energy, EPH - photon mode energy, EX - exciton mode energy, δ - mode
detuning, Ωrabi - Rabi splitting
Eminph = δ + Ex (3.3)
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Figure 3.16: Refractive index dependence on detuning (from -50meV to 15mev)
and increasing cavity length (7-8 orders) in strong (on the left) and weak (on the
right) coupling regimes. The lines correspond to a second-order polynomial fit
(x2 + x+ c), which shows very good fitting.
Eph =
Eminph√
1− (sin( 2piΘ
360n
))2
(3.4)
Equations for the photon energy minimum and energies of photon dispersion. δ
represents detuning, Ex - exciton energy and n is refractive index.
Experiment results are presented in the Fig. 3.16. In the strong coupling
regime, the highest measured refractive index was 3.7, and the smallest was 1.4.
The average of the second-order polynomial equation coefficients gives 4.56 ×
10−5x2 + 6.03 × 10−3x + 0.41 with an average R2 of 0.945. There is a slight
jump in the refractive index around 0meV detuning, because UPB had to be
used to fit the polariton dispersion curve instead of LPB, which becomes too
flat to judge fit. In the weak coupling regime, the highest measured refractive
index was 4.2, and the smallest was 1.46. 4.2 is more than the refractive in-
dex of GaAs (3.95), which has the highest refractive index in the sample, this
is attributed to the accuracy of the measurement. The average coefficients were
2.72× 10−4x2 + 3.36× 10−2x+ 2.71 with an average R2 of 0.96. R2 values show
that a second-order polynomial describes the pattern very well.
Change in the effective refractive index directly influences the effective mass
of polaritons (with LPB at the same energy) as the longer the cavity, the longer
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Figure 3.17: Effective mass dependence on detuning in strong (on the left)
and weak (on the right) coupling regimes. A clear transition at 5 meV is visible,
when the effective mass increases instantly around 20 times in strong coupling
regime. In the weak coupling regime, the effective mass increases very slowly
with increasing detuning and cavity length.
polariton is in the photon state, which is extremely light. In other words, the
effective refractive index changes dispersion curve steepness, which shows the ef-
fective mass of polaritons. It was investigated how the effective mass is dependent
on the detuning and the cavity length. The effective mass was found by apply-
ing the second derivative on the cavity dispersion energies (Eq. 3.5), which were
measured in the effective refractive index experiment.
m =
~2
d2ELPB
d(k)2
(3.5)
Here m is the effective mass, ~ - Planck’s constant, k - light wavevector and
ELPB - the lower polariton banch energy
The results show a very steep effective mass change (at positive 5meV detun-
ing) with increasing detuning in the strong coupling regime (figure 3.17 left),
whereas in the weak coupling regime, change is gradual and much smaller (figure
3.17 right). However, the change in weak coupling regime is also nonlinear. Ad-
ditionally, in a strong coupling regime, the effective mass changes over 200 times,
from around 2.6·10−3me (5meV) to over 0.51me (1000meV). In a weak coupling
regime, in contrast, the effective mass goes from around 4.1·10−3me (8meV) to
only 13·10−3me (25meV). This difference shows that transition between excitonic
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Figure 3.18: Illustration shows how the simulated effective mass increases with
increasing cavity length in an open-cavity system and replicates results measured
by the system. It confirms that the effective mass starts to increase rapidly after
crossing 0mev detuning.
and photonic polaritons is very rapid, with the possibility to changing the effective
mass over 100 times.
The steep effective mass increase with the increasing detuning was unexpected
and so simulation was carried out to check the reliability of the result. It was done
by calculating the effective mass using Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.1 with fixed parameters,
with only the detuning value being varied. As can be seen (Fig. 3.18), it also
shows a steep increase in effective mass just above 0 detuning, which confirms
the rightness of the previous experiment.
This experiment also shows that the effective mass depends on the cavity order.
It decreases as the cavity length increases at negative detuning in both weak
and strong coupling regimes. In both regimes, the effective mass fits in the 0-
10meV range at -50meV detuning and increases by a factor of 2-3 between the
0th and the 7th cavity mode order. At positive detuning in the weak coupling
regime, the difference between the effective mass at the smallest and greatest
cavity lengths increases, whereas in the strong coupling regime, the data does
not show any significant dependence trend of the effective mass on the cavity
length. Unexpectedly, the effective masses cross values of different cavity orders
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and do not increase step-by-step in the weak coupling regime, but this can be
explained by a very weak interaction between excitons and photons.
3.6 Birefringence and TE-TM splitting
Two effects can cause polarisation splitting in a microcavity. The first is called
TE-TM splitting. It appears because the reflection phase depends on the polar-
isation phase reaching the DBR mirrors ([17]). This effect increases at greater
reflection angles. The second effect is birefringence, which is caused by a mate-
rial having two different indices of refraction, and it is the same for all angles.
It happens, because of the anisotropy in the binding forces between the atoms,
which are forming the crystal. These are usually uniaxial crysals belonging to the
hexagonal, tetragonaland trigonal crystal systems, which have a direction that
any passing light has the same speed. The mentioned direction is called the optic
axis.
An experiment was performed to investigate how birefringence and TE-TM
splitting effects change with different detunings. TE-TM splitting is interesting
because it is an effective spin-orbit coupling for the photon. K-space emission
was measured in two different polarisations, and the resulting spectra were sub-
tracted from each other to see the difference between the dispersion curves. Two
different detunings (-13.25 meV and -8.25) were measured, one more negative
and one more positive (Fig. 3.19). The results (Fig. 3.19) showed that TE-TM
splitting is present in the more negative detuning, but there is no birefringence as
different polarisation dispersion curves are at the same energy, but the energy of
curve branches separates. In the more positive detuning, in addition to TE-TM
splitting, a birefringence of 0.24meV was observed. These spectra do not show a
change of TE-TM splitting magnitude.
This can be explained by the fact that at a more positive detuning, polaritons
are more excitonic, which means that the fraction of time that the light spends in
the semiconductor layer increases. It also shows that used material is birefringent.
In addition, this shows that polarisation splitting can have different effects on the
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Figure 3.19: Polariton emission intensity in emission angle-wavelength space.
TE-TM splitting and birefringence dependence on detuning. The data was ob-
tained by measuring horizontal and vertical polarisation and subtracting their in-
tensities from each other at every pixel. Because of this method, the graph shows
two dispersions overlaid on each other, and the intensity varies from negative to
positive values. Dark blue represents the horizontal polarization dispersion, and
green represents the vertical polarization dispersion. The more negative detuning
on the left experiences only TE-TM splitting, whereas the more positive detuning
on the right also shows a birefringence effect.
Q-factor at different detunings as usually the signal is detected without a polariser
and both polarisations combine into one peak. A better Q-factor can be achieved
by using materials that do not cause a birefringence effect or one that is large
enough to separate into two peaks. Another way is to design the cavity to not
have birefringence at the required wavelength or to use non-birefringent materials.
While the main QW material, GaAs, has a cubic crystal structure and should
not have birefringence effect, it is surrounded with other materials, which, for
example, have Al and some other materials. This changes the crystal structure
as well as it might induce stress, which might cause appearance of birefringence.
Polarisation of the light has not been measured to check if it is elliptical, which
should be the result of the birefringence.
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3.7 Conclusion
This chapter concentrated on presentation of polariton linear properties such as
cavity emission or Rabi splitting dependence on the cavity length. It also showed
the possibility of coupling coupled cavities by changing the centre-to-centre dis-
tance or by varying the sample angle. It was also shown that coupled cavities’
coupling strength increases when the cavity length becomes longer because of
increased photon tunnelling between the coupled concave mirrors. However, the
coupling strength increase has limits for different coupled concave cavities. The
birefringence and the TE-TM effect change were observed for different detunings.
The effective mass transition in the strong coupling regime was observed as well
as the refractive index change while increasing the cavity length. Finally, the
possibility of having polaritons in coupled cavities was proven.
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Chapter 4
Polariton Condensation Under
Non-Resonant Pumping in
Open-Access Microcavities of
Different Lengths
4.1 Introduction
Interest in the investigation of polariton condensation at various cavity lengths
arises from the possibility of accessing a range of different Rabi splittings, which
is not possible in solid cavities. Using open cavities allows the use of the same
sample structure and composition. The number of QWs stays the same, so the
exciton density per QW remains small at the condensation threshold, preventing
the collapse of the strong exciton-photon coupling. During these experiments, it
was noticed that the power required for the polaritons to condense varies widely
over different cavity lengths. In addition, it was oscillating with increasing cavity
length because of the oscillating excitation power in the cavity. This observa-
tion was surprising, as the required power for condensation had been expected
to change gradually due to the gradually changing Rabi splitting. This chapter
will focus on these unexpected findings and other experiments. All these mea-
surements were taken using planar parts of the mirror. During experiments, the
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sample was excited at the first Bragg mode using a laser with a wavelength of
734nm.
The sample used for the most of the experiments discussed in this chapter
consisted of 12 GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells (MQWs). They were divided into
three sets of four QWs. Each set was designed to be located at the optical field
antinode, the highest electric density. The GaAs wells are 7nm in width, and the
barriers are 3nm, made out of Al0.95Ga0.05As. The exciton linewidth is 3meV, and
the PL emission is at 771.5nm. The bottom DBR was made out of 30 alternating
layers of AlAs/AlGaAs. The top mirror is a flat dielectric DBR with concave
mirror features made out of 10 dielectric SiO2/T iO2 alternating layers of λ/4n
thickness. Strong coupling in the sample was observed with a Rabi splitting of
12meV for the shortest cavity length of 2λ, but it varies with cavity length.
4.2 Polariton Condensation Using a Non-Resonant
Laser
Evidence of polariton lasing was achieved in an open-cavity system using a
non-resonant laser excitation of 635nm, outside the stop band of the DBR, an
SiO2/TiO2 11 paired DBR top sample and 12 GaAs QWs grown on 31 paired
Al0.2Ga0.8/AlAs bottom DBR sample with a Rabi splitting of 15 meV (Fig. 4.1).
Other conditions during the experiment were a concave mirror with an RoC of 7
µm and zero detuning.
One of these graphs is a power scan (Fig. 4.1 left), which allows the identi-
fication of the lasing threshold, when a nonlinear increase in emission intensity
is observed. This means that emission intensity is increasing with increasing
excitation power at the same rate (linearly), until a particular power (40mW),
when emission intensity increase rate suddenly becomes bigger and thus there
is no continuity with the previous linear increase any more, showing so called
nonlinear increase. At a critical density, the filling factor of the ground state is
close to 1, and therefore, relaxation becomes stimulated by the final-state occu-
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Figure 4.1: Evidence suggesting polariton lasing. From left to right: the emis-
sion intensity starts to increase non-linearly at 40mW power (threshold power
marked by a red line), the polariton linewidth drops significantly and the system
is blueshifting. This condensation was achieved for the longitudinal mode.
pation leading to a nonlinear increase of its intensity. A clear lasing threshold
was observed at around 40mW power, and it can be associated with a nonlinear
increase in intensity. Also the linewidth decreased from 300 µeV to 50 µeV, which
becomes limited by spectrometer resolution, indicating the increase of the polari-
ton’s temporal coherence. The last evidence is an increasing blueshift, which
reaches 1 meV and stops at high powers because the sample heating compensates
for polariton-polariton interaction. The observed blueshift is much smaller than
the energy separation between the photon mode and the LPB, which is 7 meV and
was deduced by knowing the Rabi splitting and the detuning. This proves that
the observed nonlinear increase in intensity and the increased temporal coherence
is the result of polariton condensation.
Polariton condensation using a non-resonant big spot laser in a planar cavity
has already been investigated in an open-cavity system [87]. The result was an
intense emission line between the dispersion curve branches at a momentum space
of around k = 0 (Fig. 4.2a, b). This can be explained by the increased potential
created by the exciton reservoir.
It was theoretically proven that condensation can appear at k 6= 0 using a small
excitation spot in the planar cavity ([99]). This can be explained by the polariton
ballistic propagation from the big population region or localised states appearing
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in disordered cavities. In other words, in the centre of the small spot, a potential
barrier is created due to the polariton-exciton interactions. Condensed polaritons
propagate from the region with high to low potential energy, gaining kinetic
energy and finite momentum. As a result, the polariton condensate emission
gains a ring-like structure in the momentum space.
During this experiment, a single-mode fibre was used to excite a spot of a few
microns in diameter to observe the results of such a condensation. These results
can be seen in the momentum space images in Fig. 4.2c, d, e and f. This effect
was measured in two modes: image mode and spectral mode. The image mode
shows the whole signal, which reaches the spectrometer (Fig. 4.2)e, f. In contrast,
the spectral mode is a chosen vertical slice showing the energy level allocation.
The polariton dispersion curve below the threshold (Fig.4.2c) has a shape of a
cone. In the image mode, it fully covers the whole observable area (Fig. 4.2e).
Above the threshold, the polaritons move to a finite k vector of the dispersion
curve (Fig. 4.2d), which creates a circle form in the image mode (Fig. 4.2f).
4.3 Polariton Condensation Dependence on Rabi
Splitting
In the previous chapter it was shown that changing the Rabi splitting directly
changes the LPB curvature. With a decreasing Rabi - in other words, increasing
the cavity length - the LPB curvature becomes steeper. In this section, results will
be presented from the investigation of how this influences polariton condensation.
For this measurement, just as in the LPB curvature’s dependence on the Rabi
splitting measurements, the LPB energy was set to 774nm on three different
orders: 3rd, 24th and 43rd. Then the power was increased until the polaritons
passed condensation transmission. Finally, measured k-space LPB curves before
and after the condensation threshold were compared.
Fig. 4.3, shows that with decreasing Rabi splitting, condensation appears at a
higher wavelength, which means lower energies. It decreases from 1605.05meV at
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Figure 4.2: Polariton emission intensity in a),b) energy-emission angle space,
c),d) emission angle-wavelength space and e),f) k-space. Condensation appearing
around k=0 at blueshifted cavity mode energy using a multimode fibre excitation
(a, b, taken from [87]) and condensation appearing at k 6= 0 using a single-mode
excitation (c, d, e, f). Polariton emission in wavelength vs. emission angle space,
showing the polariton dispersion below (images on the left at 500µW) and above
the threshold (images on the right at 38mW). A, b, c and d were received using
momentum space signal in spectral moe of the spectrometer, whereas e and f
were momentum space signal observed in imaging mode.
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Figure 4.3: Figures represent sample emission intensity in emission angle-
wavelength space. Condensation dependence on the Rabi and LPB curvature
change. It gives evidence for a condensation energy drop with a decrease in
cavity length by 1.5meV. Also, it is evident that the condensation stays on the
LPB.
3rd order to 1603.43meV at 43rd order. This is a 1.5meV decrease in condensation
energy by increasing the cavity length by 15.5µm. It can be associated with
decreasing density of states and polariton mass, which allows the polaritons to
scatter lower in energy during condensation. It is also evident that condensation
appears on the LPB all the time.
4.4 Condensation Threshold Oscillation
After the Rabi vs. cavity length experiment (Chapter 3), another experiment
was performed to test how a change in the Rabi and the cavity length will influ-
ence the polariton condensation threshold. This led to the following result: the
polaritons’ threshold of condensation oscillated as a function of the cavity mode
order. This led to a more detailed investigation of the effect.
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As measured and explained in the previous chapter, the emission intensity
oscillates with the cavity length. The pump field excites a Bloch mode in the
DBRs. With a variation of the cavity length, the amplitude of the pump field
and the overlap of the pump field with the QW region varies, which leads to
the oscillation of the effective power with the cavity mode order and hence the
variation of the PL emission intensity and the condensation threshold.
This directly leads to the oscillation of the condensation threshold (Fig. 4.4,
Fig. 4.5). This conclusion was reached after measuring threshold values using a
power scan technique performed at the same LPB energy (1601.94meV, 774nm)
at different cavity orders. Another key observation was that the condensation
threshold gradually increases with greater cavity lengths. The lowest thresholds
have been observed at the cavity mode orders when the emission intensity is
maximised, corresponding to the maximum effective pump power in the QW
region. When the emission is low, the condensation threshold is too high, so it
could not be reached using a single-mode fibre.
Using a single-mode fibre excitation, the lowest threshold value is 3.6mW at
4th order. It increases to 14mW and 28mW at orders 24 and 41 respectively.
The laser’s 35mW power is not high enough to measure the highest thresholds
in between. The repeating cycle is 18.5 orders. The threshold values show an
increase of 7.8 times. Power coupled through a single-mode fibre was not enough
to achieve condensation at every order, but the results still show a clear trend.
There is a possibility that condensation might not appear at some wavelengths
at all.
In the case of the excitation using a multimode fibre, it was possible to send
more power through the fibre and hence achieve condensation at every single
measured order. This gives a clear picture of the occurring effect. The results
show that using a multimode fibre has the same tendency as using the single-
mode fibre, but because of greater diameter, the effects are slightly harder to
simulate, the peaks are at slightly different orders and they are not as sharp as
those created by using a single-mode fibre (Fig. 4.5). Another difference between
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Figure 4.4: Sample emission intensity and lasing threshold versus cavity mode
order/relative cavity length. Integrated emission with low power excitation and
a condensation threshold at 774nm wavelength for a single-mode fibre. At orders
when the PL emission intensity is low, the condensation threshold is so high that
it could not be reached.
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Figure 4.5: Sample emission intensity and lasing threshold versus cavity mode
order/relative cavity length. Integrated emission, with low power excitation, and
condensation threshold at 774nm wavelength for a multimode fibre.
the fibres is the angular divergence. It is greater using the single-mode fibre, but
it is unknown if this plays a role in the measured effect.
For multimode fibre excitation, the lowest threshold value drops to 1.8mW at
5th order. Then it rises to 9.8mW and 18.5mW at orders 30 and 50 respectively.
The repeating cycle is 23 orders. The maximum thresholds in between appear to
be decreasing from 78mW to 66mW at orders 16 and 40 respectively. This value
is different from the result for the single-mode laser. The increasing minimum
threshold and decreasing maximum threshold values show that this oscillation
is dampening with increasing cavity length. From the results, it is possible to
conclude that a multimode fibre allows the attainment of threshold values that
are up to twice as low and a greater variation in the lasing threshold, compared
to the single-mode fibre results.
Since the effective pump power inside the microcavity changes with the cavity
mode order, instead of plotting the absolute value of the condensation threshold,
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Figure 4.6: Sample lasing thresholds versus cavity mode order/relative cavity
length. Threshold normalised with total intensity data and Rabi splitting values
using single and multimode excitation laser.
it is reasonable to plot the effective threshold. This was obtained by multiply-
ing the absolute condensation threshold by the normalised PL polariton emission
below condensation threshold, which is normalised to the minimum intensity ob-
served at a particular cavity order. Then the effective threshold was normalised
to the Rabi splitting as the main experiment goal was to discover if the Rabi
splitting is the only effect influencing the effective threshold change with increas-
ing cavity length. This was done similarly to the previous normalisation: the
effective threshold was multiplied by the ratio between the highest Rabi splitting
and the splitting at the particular cavity mode order (Fig. 4.6).
The results show that the largest impact on the absolute threshold comes from
the decreasing total intensity. It is especially visible when the multimode fibre
is used. The Rabi splitting contributes a very small amount to the increasing
threshold, compared to the total intensity. After taking account of these two
effects, the lasing threshold is still increasing. Using a single-mode fibre, it in-
creased more than twice, from 3.5mW to around 8mW. It increases from 1mW
to around 4mW, a fourfold increase using the multimode fibre. The reason for
this could be that with an increasing cavity length, a smaller part of electric field
overlaps with the QWs, but this was not investigated further at the moment.
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4.5 Blueshift
Investigation of the blueshift is also important to prove that polariton con-
densation and not photon lasing was actually achieved. There is much debate
about what proof would be the best in this case. Generally, proof of the blueshift
being less than the difference between the cavity mode and LPB is enough ([17]).
However, a problem arises because this assumption does not take into account
the redshift of the cavity mode, and it is not possible to measure it because UPB
is not visible ([47]). This problem is why the best way is to show the ratio of
the blueshift and the difference between the cavity mode and LPB. With an as-
sumption that the UPB redshift is not greater than the LPB blueshift, the value
of the previously mentioned ratio lower than 0.5 means that lasing is polaritonic
and not photonic as the cavity mode did not redshift low enough in energy.
Blueshift is the difference between the energy of the condensate and the energy
of LPB at 0 k-vector using low excitation power Eblueshift = Econdensate−ELPB(k=0)
(Fig. 3.4). Ecav (the energy of the cavity mode) is calculated using the energy of
LPB at 0 k-vector with low excitation power, the Rabi splitting at a particular
order and the exciton energy. From the Fig. 4.7, it is visible that the blueshift
is very small compared to the difference between the cavity mode and LPB. The
blueshift is more or less constant, and the difference between the cavity mode and
LPB is drastically decreasing with increasing order. Nonetheless, the ratio of the
blueshift and the difference between the cavity mode and LPB even at the highest
cavity lengths is still only around 0.5 (Fig. 4.8). It is safe to assume that it was
polariton condensation over the whole range of orders, because the blueshift was
not big enough to lift polaritons to the energy of cavity mode. ECAV − ELPB is
decreasing, because of the decreasing Rabi splitting. This means that the cavity
mode is decreasing in energy, whereas the LPB mode stays at the same energy.
With increasing cavity order, the system becomes more photon-like, but blueshift
is the same 1meV. This is because the threshold and the exciton densities are
higher for a higher cavity order, which maintains the blueshift at the same value
of 1meV.
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Figure 4.7: Polariton
blueshift energy at the
threshold and energy differ-
ence between cavity mode
and LPB versus cavity mode
order/relative cavity length.
Graph shows the difference
between the cavity mode
and LPB as well as the mode
blueshift at the threshold for
multimode fibre excitation.
Figure 4.8: Ratio between the
blueshift and the difference between
the cavity mode and LPB for mul-
timode fibre excitation versus cavity
mode oerder/relative cavity length.
This shows that blueshift becomes
bigger in comparison to the difference
between the cavity mode and LPB
with increasing cavity length, which
means that at some point polariton
lasing will become photon lasing.
4.6 Optimum Threshold
The polariton condensation phase diagram is important, because it shows how
the condensation threshold changes when various parameters are changed [49].
The condensation threshold is determined by the interplay between thermody-
namics and relaxation kinetics. Here the detuning effect, which is described as a
difference between the exciton and the bare cavity mode energies becomes very
important. The bare cavity mode is described as the energy of the cavity mode
without strong coupling with the exciton. δ = Ex − Ec, where Ec is bare cavity
energy and Ex is exciton energy.
Relaxation kinetics become more efficient with increasing positive detuning (po-
lariton is becoming more excitonic), because of the greater exciton-exciton scat-
tering rate. On the other hand, the polaritons can undergo BEC when the density
is above the critical density if the temperature is low enough. This BEC tran-
sition temperature is inversely proportional to the mass of the polariton ([100]),
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Figure 4.9: Illustration taken from [49]. Figure represents laser pump-
ing/sample lasing threshold versus detuning (horizontal axis) and temperature
(depth of the graph). It is a good example of the phase diagram, where the
optimum detuning is found for a changing temperature.
so the polariton condensation becomes more thermodynamically difficult with
increasing detuning as the polariton mass increases.
These two contradictory effects compete with each other and mean that the
threshold value should decrease with decreasing detuning, because thermodynam-
ics is the limiting factor in this range. Then the minima will be reached, where
thermodynamics and the relaxation kinetics effects are equal. Further decreasing
detuning will make relaxation kinetics the limiting factor, and so the threshold
will start increasing again. Figure 4.9 shows such a phase diagram for different
detunings and temperatures.
The novelty of this experiment is the study of various detunings with different
values of Rabi splitting, hence different exciton fractions. The optimum thresh-
old was found for different cavity length orders using multimode fibre excitation
(Fig. 4.10). Since threshold oscillates vs. cavity order, the cavity lengths were
chosen when the thresholds take local minimum values. This corresponded to
5th, 29th and 51st orders with Rabi splitting of 11.8meV, 8.56meV and 7.22meV
respectively. The thresholds were carefully measured in the range of wavelengths.
Then, knowing the Rabi splitting at this particular cavity order from the previous
experiment, the cavity mode position was calculated. This allowed the detuning
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Figure 4.10: Figures show lasing threshold values at different wavelengths (top
row) and different detunings (bottom row) for different cavity orders. Detunings
were calculated using δ = Ecav(k = 0) − Eexc(k = 0). The top row indicates
the optimum condensation threshold holding around a wavelength of 774nm with
increasing cavity length from 5th order to 51th order for multimode fibre excita-
tion, whereas the bottom row shows the optimum threshold dependence moving
towards more negative detuning in the same conditions.
for every wavelength to be known.
The results showed that the lowest threshold moves from 1.8meV detuning at
5th order to -2.6meV at 51st order. This means that the optimum threshold
favours decreasing detuning for increasing cavity order. Nevertheless, the opti-
mum wavelength stays around the same - 774nm. It appears that the threshold
depends only on the energy depth of LPB at k=0 with respect to the exciton
level. At the more positive detuning, there is increased back scattering from
LPB to the exciton reservoir, which leads to an increased threshold. At more
negative detuning, the excitons need to lose more energy in order to scatter and
condense to a k=0 state. Also, the threshold curve becomes steeper with increas-
ing cavity length. This means that decreasing the Rabi makes thermodynamic
and relaxation kinetics limiting factors vary more drastically.
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4.7 Simulation
A simulation of the condensation phase diagram for this sample was carried
out by Dmitry Solnyshkov. The calculations were based on semiclassical Boltz-
mann equations for microcavities. The method used is also described more in
[101]. The parameters used for the simulation were as follows: Rabi splittings of
12meV, 8.5meV, 7meV; corresponding Q-factors for cavity lengths at measured
Rabi splittings of 3500, 4000 and 5500, for 5th, 29th and 51st orders respectively;
an exciton PL emission at around 770nm; an exciton linewidth of 3meV; 4K
temperature; and an excitation wavelength of 739nm using a continuous-wave
laser.
The simulation and measurements agree very well quantitatively and qualita-
tively (Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12). The predicted lowest threshold and detuning
values for the corresponding Rabi splitting are very close to the measured val-
ues. In both simulation and actual experiment, the optimum detuning values
are around 2.5meV, 0meV and -2.5meV detunings for 5th, 29th and 51st cav-
ity orders. The simulation also correctly predicts the narrowing of parabolas for
decreasing Rabi splitting as well as its shift from negative to positive detuning
and the increasing optimum threshold values. One more similarity between the
simulation and the real results is the asymmetry of branches. The more negative
branch tends to be steeper than the more positive detuning branch. The only
difference is that the simulation predicts narrower polariton curves than were ex-
perimentally measured. The simulation supports the validity and correctness of
the measurements.
4.8 Conclusion
These experiments give important knowledge about condensation threshold
and excitation intensity dependence on cavity length and detuning. This process
happens because small changes in the cavity cause large changes in the excitation
power and the condensation threshold. It is very important to know the power
oscillation over the cavity length effect when comparing properties of samples
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Figure 4.11: Sample lasing
threshold versus cavity mode de-
tuning. Graph represents D.
Solnyshkov’s simulation results.
12meV, 8.5meV and 7meV corre-
spond to 5th, 29th and 51st cav-
ity orders respectively.
Figure 4.12: Sample lasing
threshold versus cavity mode
detuning. Graph represents
the condensation phase measure-
ments after intensity normalisa-
tion. 12meV, 8.5meV and 7meV
correspond to 5th, 29th and 51st
cavity orders respectively.
with different cavity lengths as a change of cavity length by one order gives a
significantly different result. It also shows that a change in the cavity length
can be substituted for an increase in the laser power to achieve the condensation
threshold or a significant proportion of power over threshold. This study shows
how Rabi splitting behaves with changing cavity length, while still having the
same microcavity structure.
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Chapter 5
Efficient Polariton Condensation
Under Quasi-Resonant Pumping
5.1 Introduction
The easiest way to observe a polariton blockade or a strongly antibunched signal
was identified as working in transmission mode. Thus, two different transmission
setups were designed and assembled. This chapter will cover the measurements
performed with this design. The designs of these devices were described in detail
in Chapter 2. The first design is an upgrade to the previously used system,
where the rearrangement of sample and piezo stacks allowed the collection of
both reflected and transmitted light. The second design is the new transmission
bath cryostat designed especially for this purpose.
5.2 Transmission Measurements Using the Trans-
mission Upgrade of the Old System
5.2.1 LG00 Mode Blueshift
This experiment was performed to investigate LG00 mode blueshift dependence
on the mode wavelength using resonant excitation. A polariton mode wavelength
also depends on the exciting laser power. A higher power means a higher excita-
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tion power density, and the polaritons are created with higher density. A higher
polariton density increases repulsive interactions between the polaritons, which
means that the next polariton added to the system will need to have higher energy.
In other words, this will increase the required excitation laser energy (decrease
laser wavelength). This effect is called blueshift, as the laser wavelength moves
towards the blue colour. An open cavity allows measurement of how detuning
(the exciton fraction changes in the polariton) influences this blueshift using a res-
onant laser. To measure this, the mode PL emission wavelength was measured at
a low resonant excitation laser power (∼ 70µW ). Then the power was increased
to the maximum (∼ 100mW ), the mode was located, the wavelength measured
and the blueshift calculated. The graph of wavelength at low power vs. blueshift
shows this dependence (Fig. 5.1). The blueshift increases exponentially with a
decreasing wavelength towards the exciton wavelength. This increase is caused
by two factors. First, at lower powers, the blueshift happens because of increas-
ing polariton-polariton interaction. Then at 30mW power, the strong coupling
regime is lost, and the blueshift increases much faster, because anti-crossing is
no longer present and the mode at high power can cross the exciton wavelength.
Also, the blueshift decreases with an increasing wavelength towards the exciton
wavelength. Here, negative blueshift gives rise to the opposite effect, called red-
shift. Fig. 5.1 shows that the blueshift is increasing (decreasing) towards the
exciton wavelength from higher (lower) wavelengths.
One explanation could be that this blueshift appears only from excitonic in-
teractions. Another explanation is that at low power, the system is in strong
coupling regime, which gives anti-crossing with the exciton wavelength, but at
high power, the excitation system goes to the weak coupling regime, without
anti-crossing, and so this gives bigger blueshift. Theory supports the first expla-
nation, as resonant pumping does not create an exciton reservoir, which breaks
the strong coupling in the case of non-resonant pumping; the polariton density
at around k=0 is still way below the Mott density; and people have claimed to
have strong coupling in a 3QW sample with much higher powers. To prove this,
the blueshift was measured at every power by finding the mode using a resonant
laser (Fig. 5.3). It can be seen that the blueshift changes linearly with changing
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Figure 5.1: Blueshift measured for different low power excitation wavelengths.
Negative blueshift is the same as redshift.
power, which suggests that the strong coupling regime has not been broken.
5.2.2 LG00 Mode Nonlinearity and Bistability
First, the blueshift at different wavelengths was measured using the previously
mentioned method in order to know how the blueshift changes with changing
wavelength and the best place to measure nonlinearity and bistability. A single
QW sample was used for these measurements.
The nonlinearity measurement was performed according to the following steps:
first, the mode wavelength was found at a very low power (∼ 70µW ); second,
the mode was located at a high power (∼ 100mW ); then the laser excitation
wavelength was moved between these two measured wavelengths and preceded
by the power scan of the PL emission from 70µW to 100mW . Fig. 5.2 shows a
clear nonlinear increase in intensity, which starts at 40mW and stops at 60mW,
because the mode blueshifted to the excitation laser wavelength and then it was
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Figure 5.2: Sample emission
intensity vs resonant excitation
power. Red line marks a lasing
threshold power.
Figure 5.3: Sample emission
blueshift vs resonant excitation
power.
being pumped straight.
For this experiment, the excitation laser wavelength was set at a slightly lower
wavelength, but within the range of the mode shift. In this case, the increasing
laser power will create a greater density of polaritons, and the interaction between
its exciton parts will increase the mode energy. This will move the mode into
resonance with the excitation laser. This increases the power, which gets into the
cavity even more. In the opposite situation, when the excitation laser power is
reduced, the internal optical field is strong enough to keep the polariton mode
closer to the excitation laser wavelength, when it would be expected in the case
of increasing excitation laser power, until a threshold power, when this effect
disappears. This effect is called bistability (Fig. 5.4), which requires the polariton
linewidth to be smaller than the polariton mode shift. It was already observed not
only in one-dimensional photonic crystals ([102]), microdisc resonators ([103]) and
microring resonators ([104]), but also in microcavities in weak ([105]) and strong
regimes ([106]). Optical bistability is the presence of two stable states of cavity
transmission. These states are called ”low” and ”high”. This effect was observed
for the measured sample (Fig. 5.5), where bistability started at 3mW and ended
at 40mW. The intensity increased more than 40 times in the bistability range.
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Figure 5.4: Theoretical measure-
ment of bistability. A higher in-
tensity is required when the inten-
sity is increasing, compared to the
threshold, when the intensity is de-
creasing.
Figure 5.5: Sample emission in-
tensity versus excitation power.
Bistability observed from 3mW to
40mW of excitation power for a
single QW sample.
5.2.3 LG01 Mode
Using resonant laser excitation and transmission mode, the spin-texture-like
signal of zero-dimensional exciton-polaritons was observed. This was already
observed using non-resonant laser excitation in reflectivity mode ([107]). An
open-cavity structure enhances the transverse-electric-transverse-magnetic (TE-
TM) splitting. In consequence, the quantized spin vortices are being carried by
the polariton eigenstates. This TE-TM splitting can be tuned by changing the
photonic-excitonic fractions of the exciton-polaritons.
The transmission experiment showed that depending on the resonant laser
wavelength, it is possible to excite different profiles of the first transverse mode.
This demonstrates a controllable way of a chosen splitted mode using a resonant
laser. The observed real space PL intensities are very similar to the ones observed
using the non-resonant laser ([107]). The lower energy mode has two lobes at−45◦
angle, and the higher energy mode has two lobes at 0 degrees angle. These two
modes overlap in between and have the shape of the circle (Fig. 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: The images showing observed 1st transverse mode real space PL
intensities. a) lower energy mode spectra, b) spectra between two split modes,
c) higher energy mode spectra.
5.3 Measurements Made with New Transmis-
sion Cryostat
5.3.1 PL Emission Using Non-Resonant Laser
First, the system was tested using non-resonant laser excitation to make sure
the transmission configuration gives the same results as using the reflectivity
configuration (Fig. 5.7). No difference was noticed between the two transmission
modes. This is a proof that the transmission setup is working correctly and can
be used for other experiments.
5.3.2 Efficient Condensation
5.3.2.1 Experiment
The bottom sample used in the experiment is an In0.04GaAs single QW on a
planar 28 pair AlAs/GaAs DBR grown using molecular beam epitaxy, and the top
sample is concave DBR mirrors with 15 dielectric layers of SiO2/Ta2O5 deposited
on a concave surface. The 20µm RoC concave feature was used during the ex-
periment. A GaAs active region has a size of 3λ/2. A 10nm single In0.4Ga0.96As
QW is placed where simulations showed an expected electric field antinode. It
gives a Rabi splitting of 3.4meV, an exciton emission at 837.3nm and a Q-factor
of 20,000.
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Figure 5.7: PL emission modes in transmission cryostat using non-resonant
excitation laser (on the top) and the corresponding PL modes using resonant ex-
citation laser (on the bottom). The transmission modes in the bottom image were
taken from four separate measurements. The mode shift to a higher wavelength
is visible for a resonant excitation.
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Figure 5.8: Anticrossing scans. a) Series of spectra taken at different cavity
lengths by applying voltage on the piezo stage. b) Emission peaks extracted from
(a) showing LG00, LG01 and LG02 mode energies’ dependence on voltage applied
to the piezo stage. Anticrossing was observed for all the mentioned modes. The
grey dotted line represents the LG00 bare exciton (X) and cavity (Cav) modes.
First, an anticrossing scan was performed to prove a strong coupling regime,
which was observed for LG00, LG01 and LG02 modes (Fig. 5.8). The measured
Rabi splitting was found to be 3.46meV. This was done using continuous non-
resonant red laser excitation (635nm) and by varying the cavity length through
the application of piezo voltage.
To prepare for the experiment, the microcavity was tuned at a detuning of
-0.23meV for LG01 mode and -5.52meV for LG00 mode. This configuration is
marked in Fig. 5.8b by the purple dashed line. Then the energy of the continuous
and vertically polarised Ti:Sapphire laser was set to be 0.54meV above the LG01
mode in all cases, which creates a quasi-resonant pumping.
Finally, two measurements were taken, collecting either vertical or horizontal
polarisation emission. The signal was collected from the other side of the excita-
tion. All the results of LG00, LG01 modes (before and after the threshold) and
the total intensity of both modes are visible in Fig. 5.9. The pumped mode (first
transverse polariton mode excited resonantly by the laser) dominates the spectra
below the threshold, and the LG00 mode cannot be distinguished from the noise.
In the case of the horizontal polarisation, the collection (cross-polarised with the
excitation laser) LG01 mode can be observed (Fig. 5.9d), which blueshifts to the
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Figure 5.9: a-d) PL emission spectra of the pumped and the signal modes
above (a and b) and below (c and d) the nonlinear threshold. The vertical linear
polarisation pump laser was used in all the cases. The collection polarisation was
different; vertical linear polarisation was detected in a) and c), whereas horizontal
linear polarisation was detected in b) and d). e) and f) present power scans of the
pump and the signal modes with an observed bistability effect. The e) signal was
collected in vertical polarisation and f) was collected in horizontal polarisation.
wavelength of the laser (Fig. 5.9b).
Also above the threshold, both modes (LG00 and LG01) become comparable
in intensity, indicating the very efficient polariton transfer from the pump to
the signal mode (longitudinal polariton mode). The signal mode is split into
two cross-linearly polarised modes (separated by 0.2meV), because of the small
ellipticity of the concave mirror and the birefringence of the materials. The non-
linearity of the vertically polarised LG00 mode is bigger, which makes it dominant
(Fig. 5.9). Despite the same threshold between the LG00 and LG01 modes, the
signal mode nonlinear increase is much stronger and reaches 4 orders of mag-
nitude, highlighting the nonlinear enhancement of the polariton scattering rate
at threshold. Finally, the optical bistability was observed for collection of both
horizontal and vertical polarisations (Fig. 5.9e and f).
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Both modes were investigated above the threshold using real-space imaging
in both horizontal and vertical polarisations (Fig. 5.10). The LG00 mode shape
represents a Gaussian profile, whereas the LG01 mode has a double-lobed profile
due to the spectral splitting and is described by the Hermite-Gausssian (HG)
mode profile.
The data from Fig. 5.10 shows a never-before-observed scattering efficiency of
0.59, which was calculated using Eq.5.1. The emission power above the threshold
for vertical polarisation was measured to be 1.15µW. The polariton number was
estimated by calculating the energy of polaritons using the polariton lifetime given
by τ = Qλ
c
. It was calculated to give 146 polaritons in the system, 48 of them
in LG00 and 98 in LG01 mode. The LG01 mode blueshifted by 200µeV, giving
a polariton-polariton interaction energy of 4µeV, which is a good estimate, but
it does not include the interaction with excitons. This shows a strong polariton
interaction due to the tight confinement of the open-cavity system.
η =
[ILG00(V ) + ILG00(H)]/|Cph,s|2
[ILG01(V ) + ILG01(H)]/|Cph,p|2 + ILG00(V ) + ILG00(H)]/|Cph,s|2
(5.1)
Where Is/p(V/H) is the integrated intensity of the signal/pumped mode
detected in Vertical/Horizontal linear polarizations and Cph,s/p is the photonic
Hopfield coefficient of the signal/pumped modes.
5.3.2.2 Simulation
Simulation was performed by Emiliano Cancellieri to check if polariton scat-
tering stimulated by the OPO process can account for achieved results. In this
case the open cavity system was modelled with a generalized Gross-Pitaevskii
equation (GP) ([108], [109]) for coupled cavity exciton fields (ψC and ψX) and
include the effect of decay and resonant pumping (~ = 1):
∂t
(
ψX
ψC
)
=
[
H0 +
(
gX |ψX |2 0
0 VC
)](
ψX
ψC
)
+
(
0
F
)
,
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Figure 5.10: Here are presented real space images of the pumped and the signal
modes above the nonlinear threshold. Both modes were detected in vertical and
horizontal linear polarizations.
where the term H0 is the single particle Hamiltonian:(
ωX(−i∇)− iκX/2 ΩR/2
ΩR/2 ωC(−i∇)− iκc/2
)
,
and ωC(−i∇) = ω0C −∇2/2mc is the cavity dispersion with a photon mass mC =
2.3 × 10−5m0, where m0 is the bare electron mass. For the simulations the flat
exciton dispersion was set to zero ωX(−i∇) = ω0x = 0, and the exciton photon
detuning was also fixed δex−ph = ω0X − ω0C = −11 meV . The parameters of the
Rabi frequency and the exciton and photon decay rates were used as following:
ΩR = 3.5 meV , κX = 0.20 meV , and κC = 0.05 meV . A continuous-wave quasi-
resonant pump was used for the simulation of the polariton injection in to the
sample. The laser shape was used to be a Gaussian shape: F = fpe
−iωp−(r−r0)2/2σ2p ,
where ωp varies from −1.9 to −1.8 meV . Here r0 = 0.5 µm represents a slight
mismatch between the pump and potential centres, and also σp = 2.5 µm. Also
a harmonic confinement of the photonic component was introduced to simulate
the curvature of the top mirror: VC =
1
2
mCω
2
hpr
2, where ωhp = 5.0 meV is
the strength of the harmonic confinement. For the more precise results, all the
parameters used in the simulation were chosen to be similar to the experimental
values. Finally, a Runge-Kutta algorithm was used to simulate the dynamics of
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Figure 5.11: Top figures: emission intensity for the LG00 (left) and LG01
(right) modes at the steady state for ωp = −1.8 meV and fp = 3.750. Lower
panel: percentage of photon emission at the LG00 energy with respect to the
emission at the LG01 energy as a function of the pump intensity. The two curves
correspond to two different frequencies for the quasi-resonant continuous-wave
pump.
the GP equation. Simulation steps were as following: it was started from an
empty system, then the pump was turned ON and a steady state situation was
reached. At this point the spectra was evaluated of the emitted light and the
ratio was derived between the population at the LG00 energy and the population
at the LG01 energy (Fig. 5.11).
5.3.2.3 Conclusion
The simulated OPO efficiency is in the order of 10−15% (Fig. 5.11 lower panel)
for the photonic component (which correspond to an even smaller efficiency if
we compare the polariton populations, since the LG00 mode is more photonic
than the LG01 mode), which is much less than the overall conversion efficiency
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observed experimentally. Nevertheless, the whole process can be explained by the
combined effects of OPO and incoherent relaxation. Although the excited mode is
only around 50% excitonic-like, it overlaps with localized exciton levels due to the
small Rabi splitting associated with the single quantum well. During the OPO
process, the pumping laser simultaneously excites the localized exciton states that
afterwards populate a cold exciton reservoir. The exciton then experiences fast
relaxation due to stimulated scattering by the polaritons that reach the LG00 via
the OPO process ([110], [111]). It is important to note that the polariton blueshift
is much lower than would be required to reach the bare cavity mode. This shows
that efficient occupation of the ground state is in the strong coupling regime,
which has been rarely realized under non-resonant excitation in microcavities
with a single quantum well.
As the polariton transfer from LG01 to LG00 mode is very efficient, the coupling
of the external pumping laser into the cavity is not that efficient. It could be
improved if the laser profile matched the LG01 mode profile by using a spatial
light modulator.
5.3.3 Bistability investigation
First, optical bistability is incredibly interesting, because it is a feature of non-
linear optical effects. It provides another method of light by light manipulation,
in which two stable excited states are observed for a single input intensity ([112]).
This effect may allow the development of all-optical switching, optical transistors
and optical memory ([113], [114]). Further investigation of the bistability at
various detunings showed that the bistability threshold and size can be varied
(Fig. 5.12). For example, the effect threshold power was observed in the range
from 105mW to 263mW. The recorded bistability size also varied from 20mW
to 71mW, which is a 3.5 times difference between the minimal and the maximal
values. This so-called region of hysteresis is defined by the ratio between the
pump detuning and the free space spontaneous emission rate. These measure-
ments gave an impressive bistability percentage of 27%, which is determined by
calculating the bistability size percentage compared with threshold value.
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Figure 5.12: Normalised sample emission intensities versus excitation laser
power. Bistability measurement graphs at various detunings. The vertical polar-
isation emission is shown in the top row, and the horizontal polarisation in the
bottom row.
5.3.4 Conclusion
The results in this chapter show that the two transmission setups work very
well, and different effects using resonant laser were observed: a nonlinear intensity
increase and a bistability. It was shown that it is also possible to achieve a
very efficient polariton scattering. It is expected that such an efficient polariton
transfer appears because of a several mixed effects: the strong three-dimensional
confinement, the stimulated parametric scattering and the condensation from a
cold exciton reservoir. A compact system with a high scattering efficiency might
be used for integrated optical circuit applications and the realization of quantum
polaritonic systems.
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Chapter 6
Open-Cavity Experiments
6.1 Organic Material
Interest is growing in the field of strongly coupled organic semiconductors as
they have very high Rabi splitting (between 50meV and 1000meV), a large os-
cillator strength and large exciton binding energies. Such properties would allow
the observation of polaritons even at room temperature as Rabi splitting exceeds
thermal energy. Another advantage of organic materials is their easy fabrication.
They are usually simply spin coated onto the required DBR mirror, which does
not cause lattice mismatch. Polariton lasing and polariton condensation have
already been observed. In these materials, excitons tend to be very small, mostly
located on the same molecule, and so they are called Frenkel excitons.
There are two goals for trying organic materials in an open-cavity device. First,
it is important to show that an organic material can work inside of the open-cavity
device, which would mean that various experiments could be performed using it.
Second, it is important to show Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE), which
is a process when light is optically amplified by a stimulated emission in the gain
medium. During this process, the amplification occurs close to the peak of the
optical gain. A pulsed laser is required for this as there is a slow conversion
of singlet states into long-lived triplet states that depletes the ground state and
prevents it from reaching population inversion. Triplet population decay requires
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the laser to work at a frequency of 1kHz.
J aggregate, the fluorescent molecular dye BODIPY-Br (bromine-substituted
boron-dipyrromethene), was used to check if an open cavity is suitable for organic
material investigation. This material has an emission at 550nm, an exciton at
530nm and a Rabi splitting of 50-100meV (it increases with an increasing dye
concentration, but is definitely greater than kT).
In preparation for the experiment, BODIPY-Br was spin coated onto a 10mm×
10mm dielectric DBR with a stopband at 550nm. The top mirror was the same
plane dielectric DBR with a slightly smaller size of 5mm×5mm. This introduced
alignment difficulty as previously used top mirrors had a plinth of 500µm×500µm.
Larger mirrors cause larger minimum cavity lengths as the edge touching at a
small angle corresponds to long cavity lengths in the place where it is measured.
Because of a very different working wavelength, the system itself was modified
by changing all B-coated (allowing transmission of 650-1050nm waves) achro-
matic doublet lenses in the system into A-coated lenses (allowing transmission of
400-700nm waves). All the golden mirrors were also changed into silver mirrors
because of a better reflectivity at the desired wavelength. The last step was to
change the laser into a continuous-wave 520nm green laser.
The measurements proved that an open-cavity device can be used to study poly-
mers. First, many k-space modes were observed at great cavity lengths (Fig. 6.1),
and it was possible to reduce the number of modes to one, which means the cav-
ity became very thin. These modes were also clearly observed in the reflectivity
spectra. The Q-factor was measured as high as 900 at long and around 450 at
small cavity lengths. A greater Q-factor at longer cavity lengths is consistent
with the results from previous experiments. Organic materials tend to have a
low quality factor in comparison to semiconductor QWs. In this case, no special
vibration control measures were taken to reduce stability issues as the Q-factor is
too low to be an important influence. Unfortunately, an anticrossing scan did not
show polariton formation, and the modes bend only because the samples start
touching (Fig. 6.2), which was done at room temperature. In addition, UPB was
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Figure 6.1: Sample emission intensity in emission angle-energy space. Top
image shows only one mode in the observed spectra, which means that the cavity
length is small. The spectra below show many modes and prove a large cavity
length.
too weak for observation.
Unfortunately, the ASE effect was not observed during measurements. To get
this effect and for better results during other experiments, the following steps
should be taken. First, a top mirror with a 500µm×500µm plinth and concave
features should be fabricated with a stopband at 550nm wavelength. This would
allow an easier alignment of the system, making experiments faster and easier, as
well as mode confinement in two dimensions. The bottom mirror should also be
redesigned to have a maximum electric field inside organic material and not at
the interface between the material and the mirror. Second, a pulsed 1kHz laser
should be used instead of the continuous-wave laser, which was not available
during this experiment. It also appears that greater angle collection is required
as it is currently -14 degree to 14 degree and does not make visible all dispersion
features in k-space mode.
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Figure 6.2: Sample emission into wavelength-piezo voltage/relative cavity mode
space. Anticrossing scan did not show anticrossing for BODIPY-Br in an open-
cavity device at 530nm. The modes bend because the samples start to touch.
The measurement was performed at room temperature.
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The experiment was discontinued, because of the very weak signal caused by
the low light collection efficiency of CCD camera at a green wavelength, which
increases the required integration time to an unacceptable level. This makes the
alignment of the plane mirrors of the system to be very difficult and slow, almost
to the point of impossibility. BODIPY-Br requires grating with a different blaze
wavelength or a different grating that would be more efficient at the emitting
wavelengths. The current 1µm blaze 600g/mm grating’s efficiency rapidly drops
from 50% at 700nm to 10% at 550nm. There is also a possibility that the sample
degraded in the air or was burnt by a powerful laser.
6.2 Q-Factor Dependence on a Sample Struc-
ture
The cavity Q-factor depends on four main properties: exciton linewidth, cav-
ity reflectivity, system stability and laser power. Exciton linewidth is an intrinsic
property and cannot be improved after growth. Different samples have to be
grown and tested in order to find ways to improve linewidth. The second prop-
erty, cavity reflectivity, depends on DBR layers. The more layers, the better the
reflectivity and thus the better Q-factor. System stability is unique to an open
cavity as the two DBRs are not connected with each other by a semiconductor
layer. This means that the two mirrors vibrate independently and so the cavity
length changes. The polariton mode moves between different wavelengths, and
with a slow acquisition time, these peaks combine into one broader peak. This
arrangement makes system very vulnerable to outside noise. The last main prop-
erty is laser power. Increasing laser power pumps more excitons into the system,
which increases their polariton screening and widens the linewidth. The polariton
linewidth increase with laser power should have little effect using the resonant
laser, which is required for the polariton blockade experiment because it does not
create an exciton reservoir.
At the moment, improvements to both polariton linewidth (depends on exciton
linewidth and cavity reflectivity) and system stability are being investigated. It
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is important to know the intrinsic polariton linewidth to determine how much the
system is influenced by system vibrations and the laser power. This could help
to determine what is the current biggest limiting factor of the system. It is also
important to know how DBR and QW structural changes influence the intrinsic
polariton linewidth.
As can be seen from Fig. 6.3, by changing both samples, a Q-factor increase
of more than 4 times was achieved. The measurements were always performed
in a very silent environment, using a low-power laser and a short acquisition
time. The current improvement was achieved by increasing the number of DBR
layers, which means an increase in the DBR reflectivity. One 15nm GaAs QW
sample allowed the observation of a never-previously-measured exciton linewidth
of 250µeV , but when it was grown on the DBR, the trion emission became very
strong. Other very promising half-cavity samples were tested, but they usually
had a strong trion at lower energy. Unsuccessful methods were tried to grow an
alloy barrier to stop these excitons. In the end, it was decided to keep the QW
structure the same as in W0968, but increase the number of DBR layers in the
W1222 sample. This increased the observable Q-factor from 8000 to 12000. Use
of the new top dielectric DBR made by Layertec with more DBR layers increased
the Q-factor further to 33000. Unfortunately, for reasons unknown, the Rabi
splitting became 1.4meV instead of the previous 3.4meV. This makes the sample
not very useful for polariton experiments. Efforts are being made to find the
cause and resolve the issue.
The sample structures used are as follows. The W0968 sample is a single 4%
InGaAs QW grown on 27 pairs of GaAs and AlAs layers with a layer pair thick-
ness of 129nm. W1222 has the same cavity structure. It is a single 4% InGaAs
QW grown on 32 pairs of Al0.2Ga0.8As and AlAs layers with 132nm layer pair
thickness. W0968, W1222 and other measured-but-not-mentioned bottom semi-
conductor samples were grown at the University of Cambridge. The LaserOptic
top dielectric mirror has concave mirror features covered with 10 SiO2/T iO2 lay-
ers with a stopband at 825nm. The LayerTec sample is concave mirror features
covered with 14 layers of SiO2/Ta2O5 with a stopband at 840nm. Both top di-
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Figure 6.3: Table showing the Q-factor change with changing top and bottom
DBRs measured in the same setup. Two different top mirrors (coated by Laser
Optik and Lasertec) and two different single QW bottom DBRs (W0968 and
W1222) were used.
electric mirrors were fabricated at the University of Oxford using the focused ion
beam method and coated by an external company.
6.3 MoSe2 Monolayer
The MoSe2 monolayer was placed in the open cavity (Fig. 6.4). This is the
only system in which monolayers could be investigated using a resonant laser
in the open-cavity system. This system makes nonlinearity or OPO condensa-
tion observable. Important first steps were proven for the feasibility of these
experiments, and it was a good test bed for future experiments. The flake was
mechanically exfoliated on the substrate.
This sample was mounted using the same method as the other samples. The
only difference is that it was mounted on the sample holder attached to a piezo
stack, whereas the top mirror was attached to the stationary sample holder.
It was possible to identify the monolayer and observe its emission signal, but
attempts to put it into the cavity failed. At the moment, the flake was shattered
by pressing two mirrors together, and the emission from the flake in the cavity
was not observed.
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Figure 6.4: MoSe2 monolayer
flake circled in red.
Figure 6.5: Sample emission intensity
versus wavelength. Monolayer emission
signal using non-resonant laser excita-
tion. The spectral shoulder on the left
comes from a non-resonant excitation
laser.
Figure 6.6: Top - flake emission after spectra normalisation using a white light
source. Bottom - flake emission with a white light signal.
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Chapter 7
Future Experiments
7.1 Introduction
This chapter will cover the background of experiments that will be attempted
in the open-cavity system in the future. It includes surface acoustic waves on
the bottom sample, a lift-off method to transfer quantum wells and the spin
manipulation of polaritons to realise multiple bits in the single system.
7.2 SAW in an open cavity
In preparation for the SAW experiment, the parts required to upgrade the
setup were already designed and made. Two extra wires must go through the
vacuum tube to reach sample area in order to control the SAW device. A test
setup was also created and LabVIEW code written to check the actual working
frequency of the interdigital transducers (IDTs) on the sample, which would be
used to create surface acoustic waves (SAWs) in an open-cavity system. These
adjustments improved on the previous experiment, in which IDTs were deposited
on top of the full cavity and the penetration into quantum wells was much worse.
The test setup is also going to be useful to check if connections were properly
made and the final system is ready for the SAW experiment.
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The LabVIEW code was scanning through the range of generated frequencies,
because a reduction of intensity at the working frequency should be observed if
IDTs work properly; this creates a dip in the final frequency-scan spectra. During
the measurements of the received sample, a dip was not observed. This absence
led to an inspection of the sample, which was found to be damaged. A repaired
sample should be received soon, and the experiment will continue to measure
the dip in reflectivity. The setup used consists of a signal generator, an analyser
and a signal splitter. The signal coming from the signal generator is directed to
the sample by the splitter. Then the signal reflects back, and this time, instead
of going back to the signal generator, it is directed to the analyser by the same
splitter. At first, a test setup was used to investigate transmission and reflection
from various ports to know the characteristics of the splitter that will be used in
the main experiment.
7.3 Lift-Off Experiment
An epitaxial lift-off procedure was also tested and should be continued in the
future. This method should allow the ”peeling off” of a semiconductor layer,
containing quantum wells, from a semiconductor mirror in order to deposit them
on a dielectric mirror. It was already successfully achieved and published in the
Journal of Applied Physics ([115]). Repeating the experiment would allow having
good-quality quantum wells on a mirror with better reflectivity characteristics.
At the moment, the strain mismatch causes poorer-quality quantum wells on
better-reflectivity dielectric mirrors compared to semiconductor mirrors.
Here is a list of processes followed in the epitaxial lift-off procedure in order
(Fig. 7.1). 1) Wax is heated and deposited on the sample to create a pillar after
etching. 2) Piranha solution is used to etch the sample and uncover quantum well
layers in order to expose GaAs layers, which will be etched to separate QWs. 3)
Sample is attached to the Teflon rod through the deposited wax. 4) HF is used to
etch through the GaAs layer and separate QWs. 5) Quantum wells are deposited
by pressing them on the new dielectric sample.
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Figure 7.1: Figure taken from [115]. The lift-off procedure is shown step by
step after a successful pillar etch. This method creates 700µm-diameter QW
layer. 1) Result after Piranha solution etching. 2) HF acid etching. 3) QW
transfer. 4) QW deposition on the new surface.
This experiment was already attempted multiple times, but because of a time
shortage and the need for very strong HF acid, it was impossible to try to improve
the unsuccessful experiment. The greatest problem arose during the QW transfer
onto a dielectric mirror. The QW did not stick onto the dielectric mirror and was
left on the Teflon tube. The current deposition technique should be mastered or
another technique should be tried in future attempts.
7.4 Spin Manipulation
Currently, there are attempts to maximise classical and quantum information
processing capabilities by using structured light beams with orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM) and the polarisation of light. [116] suggests a way to use both
of these degrees of freedom in combination by using strong light-matter coupling,
TE-TM splitting and circular-symmetry confinement. The formation of polari-
tons has advantages, in that they can be manipulated on an ultrafast scale because
of their light component and that they can be controlled because of their matter
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Figure 7.2: Figure taken from [116]. A diagram presenting polariton states. (a)
eigenenergies and eigenmodes arising in the presence of 2D harmonic confinement
and TE-TM splitting. (b-d): SO-Poincare spheres resulting from the states: ψRA
and ψAZ (b), ψRA and ψHY 1 (c), and ψRA and ψHY 2 (d). The angular coordinates
are φ1 and φ2.
component. The AC Stark effect allows this through control of the excitation
energy of photon emitters without modifying the population.
In [116], it was theoretically shown that polariton spin vortices can be efficiently
manipulated by using red-detuned Stark pulses of a different polarization. This
manipulation is based on the evolution of the spin-orbit vector space. The men-
tioned model opens the door to manipulation of multiple logical bits inside of the
single physical state. An open-cavity device is a perfect and only system, which
allows observing the polariton states of the spin-orbit hypersphere as proclaimed,
and these experiments should be carried out in the future.
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7.5 Conclusion
Open-cavity systems developed throughout the work of this thesis are perfect
test beds for many future theories and experiments. This approach has great
potential in resonant excitation, monolayer, spin-orbit vector space measurements
and offers the possibility of achieving a single photon source by using either
coupled concave mirrors or surface acoustic waves.
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